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 1 Summary 

 

1. Summary/ Abstract 

 

Wood biomass consists of cellulose (40–50%), lignin (16–33%), hemicelluloses (15–

30%), and a variety of extractives (1–10%). After cellulose, lignin is the most abundant 

renewable carbon source on earth. More than 70 million tons of various types of lignin 

preparations are produced as waste material by the paper industry yearly. Moreover, lignin 

represents the only viable source to produce aromatic compounds as fossil fuel alternative. 

Photocatalysis, belonging to the advanced oxidation processes (AOPs), is a potential 

new transformation technology for lignin derivatives to value added products such as phenol, 

benzene, toluene and xylene amongst others. 

The goal of this work was to develop a photocatalytic reaction system which could 

effectively depolymerize lignin into value added chemicals such as phenolic derivatives or 

thermosets like phenolic resins and thus propose a processing concept for lignin conversion. 

This work reports the synthesis of immobilized catalyst via the sol-gel route on porous 

glass support material. A comparative study is done regarding the morphology of the 

coatings, degradation rates, reaction rates, dissolved carbon (DC), formation of peaks and 

fluorescence of product peaks formed from the photocatalytic degradation of lignin sulfonate 

obtained from a local paper plant. Through simultaneous reaction-extraction pathways 

applying dialysis filtration and a highly porous polystyrene divinylbenzene adsorbent resin 

(HR-P) for the solid phase extraction (SPE), an attempt was made to isolate smaller molecules 

produced from the photocatalytic degradation of lignin sulfonate. Moreover a relatively high 

concentrationof lignin sulfonate (0.5g/L) was used for the experiments. Ultraviolet-visible 

(UV-Vis) spectroscopy revealed a faster degradation of the aliphatic moiety compared to the 

aromatic moiety which constitutes lignin. New peaks were observed from High performance 

liquid chromatography (HPLC) analysis and some of these peaks showed signals when 

studied under fluorescence detection. This suggested the production of new substances and 

fluorophores. The catalytic coatings were done through the sol- gel procedure and they could 

be used many times. 
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2. Introduction 

 

2.1. Motivation 

 

In October 2014 the price of crude oil was 85 dollars per barrel and the forecast for next 

year is 98 dollars per barrel [1]. This is a symbolic indicator for the decreasing availability of 

conventional non-renewable energy sources due to the global economy growth coupled with 

frequent political instability. According to the World Energy, Technology and Climate Policy 

Outlook of the European Commission [2], the world total energy consumption levels will rise 

from 12.1×10
9 

tons oil equivalent (toe) (2010) to 14.5×10
9 

toe (2020) to 17.1×10
9
 toe by 

2030. As a result, the world carbon dioxide emission from the combustion of fossil fuels will 

increase from 29.3 ×10
9
 tons (2010) to 36.7×10

9
 tons (2020) to 44.5×10

9
 tons (2030). That 

means the world carbon dioxide emission will be almost doubled by 2030. Also, less than 1% 

of the 300×10
6
 tons of plastic produced per year is natural polymers [3]. Thus, there is a need 

for the development of bio-based macromolecular materials which would reduce the 

consumption of fossil resources and hence reduce CO2 emission.  

The major option is the gradual replacement of these fossil resources by renewable 

alternatives, e.g. wind, sun, water, and biomass. Ligneous biomass also known as 

lignocellulosic biomass is of great interest for industries (chemistry, biotechnology, and fuel) 

and biorefineries converting sustainable materials [4]. This is  ue  o  he biomass’s content of 

high value-added compounds; cellulose (40-50%), hemicellulose (24-35%), and lignin (18-

35%) [5]. Furthermore, biomass is inexpensive, available in large amounts [6]as well as CO2 

neutral [7]. Nevertheless, just 3-3.5% of the yearly produced biomass (170 - 200×10
9 

tons) is 

utilized by non-food applications [4] because of reasons related to the lignocellulosic structure 

per se and its processability. 

Commercial lignin is a byproduct of the pulp and paper industries, wood hydrolysis 

industries and pre-treatment technologies to obtain cellulosic ethanol and bio-diesel. More 

than 70 million tons of various types of lignin are produced as waste material by the paper 

industry yearly [8]. However, lignin and its degradation products cannot be completely 

decomposed by sludge processes and i ’s a major source of chemical oxygen demand (COD) 

of waste water from pulp and paper mills [9]. 

Lignin represents the only viable source to produce aromatic compounds as fossil fuel 

alternatives. In fact, one of the potential new transformation technologies for the conversion 

of lignin to value added products is photocatalysis. Photocatalytic transformation of lignin 
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offers advantages such as the application of mild physical and chemical reaction conditions. 

In a heterogeneous system, catalyst can be re-used; catalyst leaching and accumulation of 

particulate matter in the reactor can be minimized. Contrary to a heterogeneous system, in a 

homogeneous or suspension system, the catalyst particles have to be recovered after reaction 

through downstream processes such as ultra-filtration which bring along additional process 

steps and costs. However, the set back of immobilized system (heterogeneous) are the less 

photonic efficiency values attained compared to suspension systems due to mass transfer 

limitation [10]. 

 

2.2. Aim of thesis 

 

The goal of this work was to develop a photocatalytic reaction system which could 

effectively depolymerize lignin into value added chemicals such as phenolic derivatives or 

thermosets like phenolic resins thus proposing a processing concept for lignin conversion. 

Experimentally this involved the development of stable catalytic coatings on porous glass 

material through a sol-gel hydrolysis route. The photocatalytic activity of the coatings had to 

be evaluated by degradation experiments of lignin sulfonate radiated with ultraviolet (UV) 

light. Furthermore, this work was aimed to present a reaction system which could remediate 

the pollution problem of waste water discharged from pulp and paper mills on the one hand 

and on the other hand, give a possibility to further exploit the degradation of lignin sulfonate 

as an alternative chemical source. It is for this reason why lignin sulfonate used in this study 

was directly obtained as waste water from a local paper manufacturing plant rather than using 

already purified lignin from a commercial source.  

The reactor used in this study was to be characterized regarding its flow characteristic 

and photonic efficiency. Also an attempt was to be made applying high concentrations of 

lignin sulfonate solution for the reactions because such parameters are essential for the 

rigorous design and scaling-up of a photocatalytic reactor in order to accomplish a 

commercial application. UV light was the illumination source because of the high amount of 

solar energy (44%) it contains compared to visible light (3%) [11]. This is also because, it had 

previously been found out that the amount of light present in either natural sunlight or 

artificial light was insufficient to process large amounts of organic compounds [12; 

13].Therefore, lignin sulfonate because of its complicated and robust nature was preferentially 

treated under UV-light. 
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2.3. Scope of the thesis 

 

The motivation, aim and scope of this thesis are given in chapter 2. Lignin is 

introduced and an overview of its structure, the various methods of recovery and the different 

bond types in lignin molecule as well as its potential for fuel and chemical production is 

treated in chapter 3.Photocatalysis is defined in chapter 4followed by the reaction principle 

for the formation of radical species and degradation of lignin while laying emphasis on 

structural representations proposed by researchers. Chapter 5 outlines the state of the art of the 

photocatalytic degradation of lignins. This includes process analytical methods and important 

operating parameters and their impacts. Chapter 6covers the laboratory materials used while 

chapter 7 outlines analytical techniques and methods used. This is then followed by chapter 

8that describes and characterizes the reaction design by parameters such as flow, irradiance 

and photonic efficiency of the reactor. Chapter 9 treats the synthesis and characterization of 

the catalysts. Chapter 10 covers the effectiveness and photocatalytic activity of the coatings. 

This is done by studying the degradation of methylene blue (MB) dye under UV light 

illumination. After that a comparative assessment of the best catalyst obtained from 

evaluation studies with MB is done with lignin sulfonate (chapter 11). Chapter 13 handles the 

photocatalytic study of some lignin standard compounds in order to get information about 

their retention time as a means to identify products arising from the photocatalytic 

degradation of lignin through peak superimposition. In chapter 12, a comparative study of the 

different catalysts is done regarding the formation of peaks. High performance liquid 

chromatography (HPLC) and fluorescence detection results are discussed here. Finally, this 

reports ends with a conclusion and an outlook.  
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3. Lignin as raw material 

 

3.1. Chemical structure and sources 

 

Wood biomass consists of cellulose (40–50%), lignin (16–33%), hemicelluloses (15–

30%), and a variety of extractives (1–10%) [14]. After cellulose, lignin is the most abundant 

renewable carbon source on earth [15]. Lignin can be available through various sources and 

biomass transformation technologies [15]. Commercial lignin is the byproduct of the pulp and 

paper industry, wood hydrolysis industries and pre-treatment technologies to obtain cellulosic 

ethanol and bio-diesel. 

More than 70 million tons of various types of lignin preparations are produced as waste 

material by the paper industry yearly [8] mainly from the kraft process as noted by Kamm et 

al [4]. 98% is burnt for energy recovery in the paper mills [16] while less than 2% is sold, 

primarily for the formulation of dispersants, adhesives and surfactants [17]. Modified lignin 

resulting from paper waste water processes are for example lignosulfonate, alkali lignin, 

sulfate lignin, hydrolytic lignin, steam exploded lignin and organosolv lignin. The sulfite 

process results in liquor that contains 40-50% of the original wood and having as principal 

components lignin sulfonate [18]. The kraft and soda pulping processes result in liquors 

named black liquor containing alkali lignin also called kraft and sulfate lignin [18].  

Lignin is the only naturally synthesized aromatic biopolymer [19]. In addition, native 

lignin is a polydisperse 3D macromolecule with an undefined molecular mass. The 

biopolymer is made up of randomly arranged phenylpropane units, p-coumaryl alcohol, 

coniferyl alcohol and synapyl alcohol (Figure 1) contributing to an irregular structure [20]. 

 

coniferyl alcoholp-coumaryl alcohol

1

sinapyl alcohol

6 2

3
4

5






 

 

Figure 1: Monomer structures of lignin [21]. 
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The many polymerization sites found in lignin monomer units explain the heterogeneity 

of the molecule and the complex product distribution which may arise during 

depolymerization. An overview of the common inter-unit linkages and estimated proportions 

are shown in Table 1. For a better illustration, Figure 2 shows the structure of a softwood 

lignin fragment containing all prominent linkage types.  

 

 

 

Figure 2: Structure of a softwood lignin fragment showing the prominent linkage types, reprinted with 

permission from Zakzeski et al.[22] and Evtuguin et al.[23]. 

 

Table 1: Overview of most frequent bond types found in lignin 
 

Model linkage
a
 Glasser et 

al.[24] 
Erickson et al. 

[25] 

Nimz[26] 

β-carbon-oxygen-4-aromatic carbon 55 49-51 65 

α-carbon-oxygen-4-aromatic carbon  

 

6-8  

β-carbon-5-aromatic carbon 16 9-15 6 

β-carbon-1-aromatic carbon 9 2 15 

5-aromatic-carbon-5-aromatic carbon 9 9.5 2.3 

4-aromatic-carbon-5-aromatic carbon 3 3.5 1.5 

β -carbon-β-carbon 2 2 5.5 

β-carbon-β-carbon forming furanic 

structure 

  2 

α-carbon- γ-carbon-oxygen- γ-carbon 10   
a
: % of total phenylpropane units. 
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3.2. Biorefinery scheme of lignin 

 

Lignin is predominantly utilized as secondary fuel, but has the potential to partly 

replace fossil carbon resources as basis of the chemical industry due to its unique structure 

comprised of three phenyl propane units.  

Figure 3 depicts an exemplary lignocellulosic biorefinery scheme with emphasis on the 

lignin stream [22]. Lignin has to be removed first before the polysaccharides can be 

processed, e.g. to 2
nd

 generation biofuels. For separation purposes several pretreatment 

procedures are currently applied in order to generate lignin derivatives (modification in lignin 

structure) which can be differentiated on the basis of their isolation method and their origin 

since as their physical and chemical properties differ [27; 28; 20]. 

Through photocataysis, extensive removal of the functional groups present on the lignin 

monomers yields simple aromatic compounds such as phenol, benzene, toluene, and xylene. 

These platform chemicals are then reacted in a second step using existing catalytic technology 

developed for petroleum refineries to produce bulk and fine chemicals. For example, after 

photocatalytic treatment, biochemical conversion can follow [29]. Alternatively lignin can be 

converted photo-catalytically directly to valuable chemicals in a one-pot fashion. This 

requires highly selective catalysts that can disrupt specified functionalities and linkages [30]. 

Lignin is an aromatic biopolymer of high potential fission products for a wide range of 

sectors and it is thus gaining attention, e.g. for the production of platform chemicals as 

depicted in Figure 3. Nonetheless, lignin is still under-utilized and fundamental research and 

development is needed [4]. This is explaine  by lignin’s  omplex na ure, i s re al i ran e  o 

degradation and the difficulty to analyze its numerous degradation products. Therefore, 

intensive research goes on both sides; process engineering and development (homogeneous, 

heterogeneous catalysis, thermal, electrochemical and/or hybrid procedures), and process 

analytics. Besides photocatalyis, lignin derivatives have been described in literature to 

undergo degradation through other procedures. For example, biochemically through microbial 

or enzymatic attack [31], thermally [32; 33], or electrochemically through oxidation reactions 

[34]. 
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Figure 3: Lignocellulosic biorefinery scheme with particular emphasis on the lignin stream, reprinted with 

permission from Zakzeski et al. [22]. Copyright (2010). American Chemical Society.
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4. Photocatalysis 

 

4.1. Definition 

 

Photocatalysis is the acceleration of a photoreaction in the presence of a catalyst. 

Photocatalysis, is an advanced oxidation process (AOPs) [35], with the potential to transform 

lignin to value added products such as phenol, benzene, toluene, and xylene [36]. It can be 

applicable as stand-alone unit or it can be coupled with other AOPs (e.g. Fenton’s reagen , 

ozone, electrochemical oxidation) as well as biocatalysis [35] (e.g. hydrolysis through 

ligninolytic enzymes). 

 

4.2. On the reaction pathways of lignin photocatalytic degradation 

 

4.2.1. Formation of radical species for photocatalysis 

 

Photocatalysis is the acceleration of a photoreaction in the presence of a catalyst. In 

other words, it involves the initial absorption of photons by a molecule or substrate to produce 

highly reactive electronically excited states. 

Lignin degradation is generally in the range of lower energy (between 300 and 400 nm) 

because of its multifunctional character [37; 38; 39]. This region falls within the UV –light 

region. TiO2 is the most applied photocatalyst [40]. In this region TiO2 has greatest activity 

because titania being an N-type semiconductor possesses enough energy for electron transfer. 

The energy band gap of TiO2 is approximately 3.2e.V. [40]. N-type semiconductors have a 

larger electron concentration than hole concentration and are thus negative. P-type 

semiconductors (e.g. silicon doped with boron) possess larger hole concentrations than 

electron concentrations and are thus positive. An electron hole is referred to the position 

where an electron could exist in an atom or atomic lattice.  

In photogenerated catalysis, the photocatalytic activity depends on the ability of the 

catalyst to create electron–hole pair which generates free radicals (e.g. hydroxyl radicals: 

OH) enabling secondary reactions [41]. Other aspects include, the rate of electron transfer, 

the rate of charge recombination, crystal structure, surface area of catalyst, porosity and 

surface hydroxyl group density [11]. 

In a heterogeneous photocatalytic system, photoinduced molecular transformations or 

reactions take place at the surface of a catalyst. Depending on where the initial excitation 

occurs, photocatalysis can generally be divided into two processes [41]. When the initial 
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photoexcitation occurs in an adsorbate molecule which then interacts with the ground state 

catalyst substrate, the process is defined as a catalyzed photoreaction. In case the initial photo 

excitation takes place in the catalyst substrate and the photoexcited catalyst then transfers an 

electron or energy into a ground state molecule, the process is defined as a sensitized 

photoreaction. In what follows equations summarizing the formation of radical species under 

photocatalytic conditions shall be described. S stands for the lignin substrate while TiO2 

(h
+

VB) and TiO2 (e
-
CB) represent the electron deficient (valence band) and electron-rich 

(conduction band) parts in the structure of TiO2, respectively. 

The initial process for photocatalysis involves the generation of electron - hole pair in 

the semiconductor particles as a result of UV radiation [42; 43].  

Figure 4 shows the excitation of an electron from the valence band to the conduction 

band initiated by light absorption with energy equal to or greater than the band gap of the 

semiconductor. This is expressed by equation (1). 

 

 

 

(a) Reduction of O2, H2O2 



O2-  +  H +

O2  +  e - 

HO  + OH -

H2O2  +  O2

HO2  

O2-

e -

 

 

 

 

 

 

(b) Oxidation of substrate 

S+  O
2

S  +  HO

h+
  
+  OH - 

SO
2


S  +  OH -
OH 

 
 

Figure 4: Photocatalysis principle, adapted from Linsebigler et al. [41] 

 

Upon excitation, the fate of the separated electron and hole can follow several pathways. 

Electron holes can then react with hydroxyl ions (OH
-
) or H2O producing hydroxyl radicals 

(•OH) as shown in equa ion 2. Evi en e from Jaeger an  Bar  [44], Matthews [45] and 

Machado et al. [46] report that the hydroxyl radical (OH) is the main oxidizing agent in the 
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photo-catalytic oxidation because of the unpaired electrons. Therefore, it can react fast and 

unspecifically with almost all organic compounds (S) [47] abstracting an electron with the 

formation of radical organic species as shown in equation 3 [48]. 

 

  TiO2 + S+                                                             (5)

TiO2(e-) + O2 

TiO2(h+ ) + S

   TiO2  + O2-                                              (6)  

S +  HO 

TiO2(e-) +  TiO2(h+)

TiO2(h+ ) + H2O 

         HO + O2 -

   heat                                                           (8)

S +  O2

TiO2 
hv

SO2  (4)

   OH - + 1O2                                                (7)             

 S  +  OH -     (3)

TiO2 + HO + H +                                       (2)

TiO2(e-
CB / h+

VB)                                         (1)     

 

Figure 5: Formation of singlet oxygen, hydroxyl and superoxide radicals as principal reactive species in a 

photocatalytic process [42; 43]. 

 

The organic radicals and radical cations can for example react with molecular oxygen, to form 

organic peroxy radicals and peroxy radical cations respectively (equation 4). The holes can 

oxidize organic compounds by electron abstraction to form organic cationic radicals (equation 

5) [46]. Superoxides can be formed by the reaction of electrons with electron acceptors such 

as O2 (equation 6). Meanwhile the formation of singlet oxygen can be from the reaction of 

hydroxyl radical and superoxide (equation 7) [46]. Moreover, there is a possibility that 

electrons and holes recombine if electron acceptors are limited. In this case, recombination 

can take place in the volume of the semiconductor particle. When recombination takes place, 

radiation energy is lost or converted into heat (equation 8) [49]. 

 

4.2.2. Adsorption mechanism of photocataysis 

 

The condition for photocatalytic oxidation of organic substances is that they come in contact 

with the oxidizing species such as hydroxyl and superoxide (OH,O2
-
) radicals. This occurs 

when they are adsorbed by TiO2 or if they get close to the TiO2 surface. Calculations from 

Turchi and Ollis [50] shows that, for organic substances at a concentration of 1mmol/L 

suspended in water, the hydroxyl radical (OH) can diffuse only about 10nm away from its 

point of origin. This means at lower substrate concentrations the diffusion path for the 
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hydroxyl radical (OH) should be greater in order for the reaction to take place. A summary 

of the process can be described as follows: 

(a) Excitation of the catalyst and the generation of OH radicals.  

(b) Transport of organic substances and O2 at the surface of the catalyst.  

(c) Adsorption of the organic substances and O2 to TiO2.  

(d) Reaction of organic substances and intermediate oxidation products with radical and 

reaction of O2 and electrons (e
-
) at the surface of the catalyst. Also, recombination of 

the charge carrier (h
+
 and e

-
). 

(e) Desorption of the oxidation products.  

(f) Transportation of products back into solution. 

 

 

Figure 6: Adsorption –diffusion reaction pathway in photocatalysis. Adapted from Turner [51]. 

 

Steps (a) to (f) are depicted in Figure 6. Since as the processes take place one after another, 

the slowest step determines the rate of degradation [52]. Bahnemann et al. [53] reported that 

excitation of the catalyst and generation of hydroxyl radicals is very fast. This corresponds to 

step (a) which can be neglected during the rate equation. However in order to minimize the 

influence of intermediate oxidation products, the reaction rate should be based on the 

degradation rates at the beginning of the reaction. This implies steps (e) and step (f) can be 

neglected as well and thus, the kinetic is determined by mass transport, adsorption and 

reaction corresponding to step (b), (c) and (d) respectively. 
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4.2.3. Structural representation of some proposed lignin degradation pathway 

 

From investigations caried out by Mazelier et al.[54](photochemistry of 2,6-

dimethylphenol), it was postulated that hydrogen can be abstracted by α-carbonyl groups. In 

the same context, lignin derivatives having similar functionality can follow a similar pathway. 

In addition, oxidative chain reactions with the participation of ground-state oxygen can be 

initiated leading to fragmentation and combination reactions and thus the formation of new 

dimers or oligomers (Figure 7). 

 

 
Figure 7: Formation of phenoxyl radicals by intermolecular abstraction of phenolic hydrogen by carbonyl groups 

[54]. 
 

Miyata et al. [55] proposed a cleavage mechanism for the Cα–Cβ bon s lea ing  o  he 

formation of small fragments such as vanillin as shown in Figure 8. 

 

RH
hv

Cα-Cβ

bond cleavage 

vanillin

 

Figure 8: Supposed lignin degradation scheme by autooxidation induced by TiO2/ poly (ethylene oxide) [55]. 
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Figure 9: Proposed radical reaction scheme initiated by enzyme (lignolitic heme peroxidase) for the conversion 

of adlerol possessing Cβ-O-4 bonds into smaller units, summarized by Busse et al. [31], abstracted from Tien 

and Kirk [56], Kirk et al.[57], Lundell et al.[58], Schoemaker et al.[59] and Palmer et al.[60]. 

 

Figure 9 [31] illustrates the formation of a radical cation formed as a result of enzyme (lipase) 

mediated reaction of adlerol. A lerol is  hara  erize  by a Cβ-O-4 bond and considered to be 

a lignin model compound. With the formation of the radical species, subsequent non-ezymatic 

reactions such as radical reactions can take place generating a wide variety of products and 

complex compounds. In summary this involves: 

 Cleavage of side-chain e.g. Cα-Cβ bond cleavage. 

 Cleavage of C-H bond. 

 Demethoxylation. 
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 Cleavage of ether-bond (e.g. addition of solvent (H2O)) [60]. 

 Hydroxylation (e.g. through oxygen incorporation via O2 or H2O from the solvent) of 

benzylic methylene groups. 

 Formation of phenol (by nucleophilic attack, e.g., addition of solvent (H2O) [60]. 

 Cleavage of aroma i   ause  by rea  ions wi h perhy roxy ra i als (HOO•) [60]. 

 The free-ra i al spe ies (R•) are highly rea  ive [60] which in turn can bind molecular 

oxygen (O2) forming the products and a superoxide anion radical (O2•−) [59] via 

 egra a ion of an organi  peroxy ra i al in erme ia e (ROO•) [60]. 

 Formation of a ketone [61] through Cα-oxidation (e.g. due to proton loss [59]; or 

direct hydrogen abstraction in the presence of active oxygen species [62]. 

 

4.3. Conclusion 

 

It is widely assumed that the photocatalytic degradation of lignin follows a radical 

reaction pathway which is similar to that considered in thermal, electrochemical and 

biochemical processes. However, reporting on the degradation pathway of lignin derivatives 

and even that of lignin model compounds is still a major challenge. This is probably due to 

the complex nature and variety of possible degradation products. Indeed the mechanism is far 

more complex considering other factors such as type of lignin, type of catalyst, pH, 

illumination source and additives.  
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5. Photocatalysis of lignin derivatives: state of the art 

 

5.1. Influence of process parameters 

 

Varying process parameter is aimed at improving the photocatalytic efficiency of a 

system. The basic process parameters, such as catalyst concentration [63; 64; 36], substrate 

concentration [64; 65], addition of metal ion to TiO2 catalyst [66; 63; 67; 68; 15], pH [69; 64], 

illumination [70; 64; 36; 38], and their influence shall be discussed in this chapter.  

Table 2 gives an overview of reaction conditions including type of catalyst applied 

while Table 3 portrays parameters, analytical methods and results achieved by some 

researchers. It is worthwhile noting that, comparing the different photochemical processes 

poses a big challenge because of the wide variables involved. These discrepancies start from 

the source and type of lignin followed by the differences in reactor design, illumination 

source, intensity of radiation and different types of TiO2 catalyst such as Fischer scientific 

rutile TiO2 [36], TiO2 (TiO2–TP-2 of Fujititan) [65], just to name a few. 

 

Table 2: Summary of starting conditions for the photocatalytic degradation of lignin derivatives. 

Reference Lignin source Catalyst Reaction conditions 

Machado et 

al. [46] 

Peroxyformic 

acid lignins 

from 

eucalyptus 

grandis wood 

(EL1) 

EL1 + sodium 

borohydride 

 

TiO2 and H2O2 Lignin conc.: 0.25mg/mL, T=25°C, pH 

11, UV Vis ra ia ion λ>300nm, 400W 

mecury lamp, cylindrical pyrex glass 

reactor, constant oxygen bubbling. 

Ksibi et al. 

[69] 

Water soluble 

lignin obtained 

from black 

liquor. 

 

TiO2-P25 

(Degussa) 

Lignin conc.: 90mg/L, T=20°C, pH 8.2, 

UV-radiation λ>290nm, pyrex reactor 

open to air, philips HPK 125W lamp. 

 

Kansal et al. 

[64] 

Lignin from 

wheat straw 

kraft digestion 

TiO2P25 

(Degussa)and ZnO 

Lignin conc.: (10–100 mg/L) in 100mL, 

ZnO catalyst dose (0.5–2.0 g/l), pH of 

the solution (pH 3–11), solar 

illumination, oxidant concentration 

(3.06×10
−6

M to 15.3×10
−6

 M) , thin bed 

film slurry pond reactor, oxidant: 

sodium hypochlorite solution (4% 

available Cl2). 
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Reference Lignin source Catalyst Reaction conditions 

Dahm and 

lucia [36] 

Whitewater 

from industrial 

process water 

that exits paper 

machines 

Fischer Scientific 

rutile TiO2 

Lignin conc.: 40mg/L in 500mL batch 

reactor , T=21°C-42°C, Rayonet 

photochemical chamber, 16 VWR 8-W 

black light, phosphor (350-nm) lamps, 

constant oxygen bubbling. power of 

illumination: 128 to 64W, light 

intensity: 223-445mW/cm
3
. 

Portjanskaja 

and Preis 

[66] 

 

Lignin, 

purchased 

from Aldrich 

TiO2 P25-N 

(Degussa) 

Lignin conc.: 100mg/L, pH 8, batch 

reactor system, reactor open to air, 

Phillips TLD 15W/05 low-pressure 

luminescent mercury UV-lamp, UV-

radiation λ>360nm, power density of 

irradiation =0.7mW/cm
2
, visible light 

source. 

 

Tanaka et 

al. [65] 

Lignin from 

coniferous 

wood 

TiO2 (TiO2–TP-2 

of Fujititan) 

Lignin conc.: (0.003 to 0.03%), UV-

radiation λ>310nm, cylindrical reaction 

vessel. 

 

Tonucci et 

al. [38] 

Ca
2+

 and NH4
+
 

lignin 

derivatives 

TiO2 as Degussa 

P25+ Polyoxo-

metalates (POM), 

H2O2 

 

Open quartz tubes (20mL) reactor, 

T=20°C, 1atm, multi rays of ten UV 

lamps of 15W power each, UV-radiation 

λ>254nm. 

 

Miyata et 

al. [55] 

Picea glehnii 

wood flour 

TiO2/polyethylene 

oxide (PEO) 

 

Reactor: open petri dish, T= 30 °C, t= 

48h,400W mecury lamp. 

Shendeet al. 

[15] 

Kraft lignin TiO2-ZnO-ZrO2 Lignin conc.: 1mg/mL in 10mL, 250W 

Xenon lamp and AM 1.5G lamp filter, 

power density of irradiation: 

100mW/cm
2
, Solar lamp simulator. 

 

Tian et al. 

[71] and 

Pan et al. 

[34] 

Kraft lignin 

from black 

liquor 

Ta2O5–IrO2 and 

PbO2 thin film 

TiO2Nanotube/ 

PbO2 

Lignin conc.: 30% (w/w),UV-radiation 

λ>365nm, t= 10min, power density of 

irradiation: 20mW/cm
2
, blue wave 

TM50 AS UV spot lamp, EG&G 2273 

potentiostat/galvanostat to apply current, 

Ti/TiO2NT/PbO2 electrode as working 

electrode and Pt coil as outer electrode 

and Ag/AgCl as reference electrode. 

 

Awungacha 

Lekelefac et 

al. [72; 73] 

Lignin 

sulfonate from 

paper waste 

water 

TiO2 as Degussa 

P25, 

TiO2 from sol-gel 

process of TiOSO4, 

TTIP 

Lignin conc.: 500mg/L in 200mL, 

Osram Planon light source, irradiance: 

30-40W/m
2
. UV-radiation λ: 280-

420nm, t=20h, reactor open to air, 

recirculation system, flow rate 

22.5mL/min. 
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Table 3: Parameters, analytical methods and results from different work groups. 

Reference Parameter studied Analytics Result 

Machado et 

al. [46] 

Role of hydroxyl 

radicals, irradiation of 

lignin in the absence 

and presence of 

photocatalyst TiO2 and 

H2O2 

Ultra Violet-Visible (UV-Vis) 

spectroscopy Ionization Absorption 

Spectroscopy (IAS), Size Exclusion 

Chromatography (SEC) 

 

A sharp decrease in the phenolic content observed for reactions involving 

direct photolysis. 

SEC: a reduction of almost 50% in the average molecular weight of lignin 

equal to 1.4kD after 90min of irradiation. 

 

Ksibi et al. 

[69] 

Irradiation of lignin in 

the absence and 

presence of 

photocatalyst TiO2 –

P25 

 

UV-Vis spectroscopy, 
13

C-Nuclear 

Magnetic Resonance (NMR) Solid 

state, Total Ion gas Chromatography 

(TIC), Induction Coupling Plasma 

(ICP), Chemical oxygen demand 

(COD) 

 

56% degradation rate with TiO2 catalyst after 420min, reaction time. 

Ethylacetate-extractable products showed vanillin, vanillic acid, palmitic 

acid, biphenyl structures and 3,4,5-trimethoxy benzaldehyde. 

Presence of magnesium and calcium ions. 

COD removal is higher for the initially low concentrations of lignin 

solution. 

 

Kansal et 

al. [64] 

Catalyst dose, pH, 

oxidant concentration, 

initial substrate 

concentration ,ZnO 

catalyst in slurry and 

immobilized mode 

UV-Vis spectroscopy, COD Optimum catalyst dose is 1g/L. 

Optimum oxidant concentration: 2×10
-6

M. 

Gradual decrease of absorption peak indicating decomposition of organics. 

COD removal is higher for the initially low concentrations of lignin 

solution. 

 

Dahm and 

Lucia. [36] 

Catalyst dose, 

illumination intensity 

UV-Vis spectroscopy, Total Organic 

Carbon (TOC), Capillary Ion 

electrophoresis Analysis (CIA) 

Gradual decrease in absorption peak indicating decomposition of organics. 

Optimal catalyst dose of 10mg/m. 

Higher illumination intensities correlated well with higher initial 

degradation rate. 

74% disappearance of TOC. 
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Reference Parameter studied Analytics Result 

Portjanskaja 

and Preis 

[66] 

Influence 

of ferrous ions 

N-doped catalyst effect 

Sprayed catalyst on 

support and submersed 

catalyst 

 

COD, UV-Vis spectroscopy,  

biochemical oxygen demand (BOD), 

colorimetric measurement at 570nm 

Addition of Fe
2+

, up to 2.8mg/L leads to 25% increase in photocatalytic 

efficiency. 

Sprayed catalyst exhibited 1.5 times higher efficiency than the one 

attached by submersion. 

Negligible effect of N doped catalyst. 

Increase of aldehyde concentration over reaction time. 

Neutral media was most beneficial for biodegradability. 

80% of free phenols removed under neutral conditions. 

 

Tanaka et 

al. [65] 

Catalyst loading, 

lignin concentration, 

illumination time 

UV-Vis spectroscopy, TOC, Gel 

Permeatation Chromatography 

(GPC), 
1
HNMR, Fourier 

Transformation Infra-Red (FTIR) 

spectroscopy 

FTIR measurement revealed a fast transformation of aromatic moiety 

present in lignin. 

Characteristic bands of aromatic rings, methoxy and aliphatic side chains. 

Decrease in TOC values over time.  

Decrease in degradation rate with increase catalyst dosage. But after 

catalyst threshold value is attained, catalyst increase causes a decrease in 

degradation rates. 

FTIR peaks are shifted towards lower molecular weight region after 

photocatalysis. 

Tonucci et 

al. [38] 

Test of catalytic 

systems to obtain 

fractions with reduced 

degrees of 

polymerization. 

Comparison of thermal 

and photochemical 

reactions 

1
HNMR, Gas Chromatography – 

Mass Spectroscopy ( GC-MS) 

POMs are less selective when used as photocatalysts. No appreciable 

bleaching of the solution was seen when POM was used as thermal 

catalyst. 

Derived chemicals from experiment: vanillin, hydroxylmethoxy- 

acetophenone, coniferyl alcohol, coniferyl aldehyde, methanol, formic 

acid, acetic acid, and sometimes small amounts of C-2 and C-3 alcohols. 

 

 

Miyata et 

al. [55] 

Examination of cell 

wall structure of lignin 

(wood flour)before and 

after photocatalysis 

 

GC-MS, Scanning Electron 

Microscopy (SEM), 
1
H-NMR 

High delignification activity, delignification confined to the surface of 

lignin. 

Derived chemicals experiment: vanillin. 
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Reference Parameter studied Analytics Result 

Shende et 

al. [15] 

Test of combined 

action of bio,- and 

photocatalytic systems 

UV-Vis spectroscopy, GC-MS, X-ray 

Dispersive Energy Spectroscopy and 

X-ray Diffraction Analysis (EDX, 

XRD), SEM 

Detection of following chemicals: acetyl guaiacol, 4-ethoxymethyl-2-

methoxy phenol, methoxyphenyloxime, guiacol, succinic acid, acetyl 

guiacol, vanillic acid and vanillin. 

 

Tian et al. 

[71] and 

Pan et al. 

[34] 

Test of combined 

action of electro,- and 

photocatalytic systems 

UV-Vis spectroscopy, FTIR, SEM, 

X-ray (EDX), High Performance 

liquid Chromatography (HPLC), 

COD 

 

Detection of following chemicals: carbonyl functionality, vanillin and 

vanillic acid. 

Awungacha 

Lekelefac 

[72; 73] 

Comparison of 

degradation rates by 

different catalyst 

HPLC, Fluorescence and UV-Vis 

spectroscopy, SEM, TOC 

UV-Vis results reveal faster degradation of the aliphatic moiety compared 

to the aromatic moiety of lignin sulfonate obtained from paper waste 

water.  

Peaks observed during HPLC analysis. Some of the peaks produced after 

photocatalysis had fluorescence signals. This suggests the production of 

new substances and fluorophores. 

Coatings produced through sol- gel procedures are stable and can be used 

many times. 
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5.1.1. Influence of catalyst 

 

One aspect to successfully implement photocatalysis is the choice of an appropriate 

photocatalyst. The majority of catalysts used are based on TiO2 as summarized in Table 2. ZnO 

has also been applied either as single catalyst [64] or in a combination with other catalyst such 

as TiO2 [72]. De Lasa et al. [74] described ZnO as being less active than TiO2.They add that the 

use of ZnO is particularly relevant when the oxidative degradation rate becomes limited. This is 

opposite to what Kansal et al [64] reported by saying, ZnO is more reactive than TiO2. 

However, TiO2 (mainly anatase) remains the most used catalyst as can be depicted from Table 

2. TiO2 is reported to be favored because of its non-toxic property, cost efficiency, chemical 

and biological inertness. Moreover TiO2 possesses the most efficient photo-activity and the 

highest stability, thus making it suitable for industrial use [75]. 

ZnO has been described to degrade lignin under visible light sources [64; 76] whereas 

TiO2 is mostly applied in connection to UV-light sources as highlighted in Table 2. However, 

both ZnO and TiO2 possess energy band gap energy of 3.2 e.V. [41]. 

Additives such as SiO2 [77], polyethylene oxide (PEO) [55], polyethylene glycol (PEG) 

[78] have been added to TiO2 catalyst, particularly when applying immobilized catalyst. 

Addamo et al. [77] noted a high adhesion of TiO2 to glass support material when pre-coating 

was done with SiO2. Moreover the pre-coating might have other advantages such as hindering 

diffusion of Na
+
 ions from the glass material into the nascent TiO2 film during heat treatment 

processes. Analogous to the addition of SiO2, polyethylene glycol (PEG) has also been 

introduced to mitigate catalyst surface activity, modify surface hydrophobicity and also reduce 

agglomeration tendency of the TiO2 gel or TiO2 particles in the suspensions [78]. By a proper 

surface modification, interaction between catalyst and substrate can be enhanced [72; 77]. 

Kansal et al. [64]varied catalyst (ZnO) dose from 0.5g/L to 2.0g/L for 0.1g/L kraft lignin 

solutions and found out that there was an optimum catalyst threshold value at 1 g/L which gives 

a catalyst to substrate ratio of 1:10. 

Dahm et al. [36] examined catalyst dose from 2×10
-3

g/L to 1.2×10
-2

g/L for lignin 

solutions (from white water liner mill) of 4×10
-2

g/L (catalyst to lignin ratio: 5×10
-3

-3×10
-2

) at 

pH 8 and obtained best energy efficiency values and lignin degradation rates with a catalyst 

loading of 1.0×10
-2

g/L. 

In contrast, Ma et al. [63] applied far higher catalyst concentration compared to Dahm 

and Lucia [36]. Catalyst concentration was varied between 1g/L - 10g/L Pt/TiO2. Best catalysis 

dose with respect to reaction turnover was obtained at 5g/L Pt/TiO2. With the increase of 
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catalyst dose at pH 7, the reaction rate increased from 6.1×10
-3

1/min (1g/LTiO2) to 7.1×10
-

3
1/min (5g/L TiO2) and 9.9×10

-3
1/min (10 g/L TiO2). 

Catalyst effect has been explained on the basis that optimum catalyst loading is 

dependent on the initial solute concentration. An increase in catalyst dosage leads to a 

corresponding increase of total active surface area for reactions [79]. To that, at higher TiO2 

concentrations, the photon flux is more easily intercepted by the catalyst before penetrating into 

the bulk of the system. At the same time, due to an increase in turbidity of the suspension with 

high dose of photocatalyst, there is a decrease in penetration of UV light and hence 

photo-activated volume of suspension or solution decreases [80].  

In summary, researchers have obtained best catalyst to lignin relations for different 

reaction designs and thus a general recommendation on catalyst dose is not possible. However, 

when lignin solution is treated with increasing catalyst loads, a corresponding increase in 

degradation rate is observed until a threshold value is reached [64; 63; 66; 36].  

 

5.1.2. Influence of metal ion (doping) and additives 

 

The purpose of adding metal ions to photocatalysts is to mitigate band gap energy 

through the introduction of intra band gap states and as a consequence produce a bathochromic 

shift in the absorption spectrum [11]. Altering the absorption spectral range gives the 

possibility to exploit both the visible light spectrum and UV light sources. Metal ion doping is 

also introduced to serve as electron or hole traps in order to minimize recombination between 

generated electron – hole pairs [11]. 

Portjanskaja and Preis [66] studied the addition of Fe
2+

ions to an acidic lignin solution 

and found an increase in photocatalytic oxidation (PCO) efficiency. The optimum Fe
2+

 ions 

quantity was 2.8mg/L while using 100mg/L lignin solution. Upon further elevation of Fe
2+

 ions 

concentration, a corresponding reduction of the photocatalytic oxidation efficiency of lignin 

was noted. Likewise, Ohnishi et al. [67] made a comparative study by doping platinum (Pt), 

silver (Ag) and gold (Au) ions to TiO2. In these reactions, 50mg of catalyst (TiO2) was used 

with the addition of an equiva1ent 1.5wt % (based on TiO2) metal ion. The addition of noble 

metals brought about a faster decolorization of lignin. Au showed better results than Ag, 

followed by Pt. In the same context, adding sodium hypochlorite as oxidant to Pt/TiO2 catalyst, 

an additional five fold degradation rate was observed compared to that without doping [63]. 

Contradictory to the results described above, negligible effect of photocatalytic efficiency due 

to doping has been reported as well. Awungacha Lekelefac et al. [72] obtained little or no 

change in degradation rate by doping TiO2-P25-SiO2 catalyst with Pt ions (1wt% relative to 
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TiO2 catalyst). Likewise Portjanskaja and Preis [66] noted a negligible change of photocatalytic 

efficiency of TiO2 when doped with nitrogen. Sarkanen et al. [42], Gellerstedt and Lindfors[81] 

reported the bias of peroxides to oxidation with reagents such as permanganate to favor 

aromatic moieties. Oxidation agents like permanganate oxidizes predominantly aliphatic chains 

in alkaline and neutral media. However, by the application of H2O2 (Fenton system), lignin 

disappeared completely [38]. Tonucci et al. [38] concludes that in order to satisfactory conserve 

the organic material, the best compromise appears to be the TiO2 photosystem, which shows 

low carbon consumption, good preservation of the aromatic rings and greatly reduced 

mineralization. 

In summary, different results have been obtained concerning the influence of noble metal 

ion addition. While some authors report an improvement in the photocatalytic efficiency upon 

their addition, others report their addition as having no considerable influence. However, for 

reactions in which an improvement in the photocatalytic efficiency was noticed, there was a 

threshold value to be considered. When the concentration of dopant surpasses this threshold 

value, electron hole recombination is favored and this has a negative impact to photocatalysis. 

In such a case, the space-charge layer gets narrower and p-type dopants attract electrons and by 

virtue become negative. They would now then act as hole acceptor attracting holes. On the 

other hand n-type dopants which act as electron donor centers and possess excess electrons 

attract holes as well [11]. 

 

5.1.3. Influence of lignin concentration 

 

Once the initial lignin concentration becomes higher exceeding a threshold value an 

inhibitory effect on the photodegradation was noted [64; 69; 36]. This threshold value varies 

and depends on the reaction system and reaction parameters such as optical density, catalyst 

concentration and reaction volume. From literature, different authors have implemented 

varying lignin concentrations probably to suit their reaction design. For example Ksibi et al. 

[69] uses 90mg/L; Awungacha Lekelefac et al. [72] applied lignin starting concentration of 

500mg/L while Kansal et al. [64] applied concentrations between 10mg-100mg/L.  

Explanations arising from the findings are as follows: at low lignin concentrations the 

incidental photonic flux irradiated interact with the catalyst generating hydroxyl radicals (OH) 

which allow a faster degradation [29]. On the other hand, high initial lignin concentrations may 

lead to tight adsorption which can suppress CO2 evolution [65] and hence maintain chemical 

oxygen demand (COD) values. Moreover, low deligninfication yields may be due to an 

inhibitory effect because of autooxidation by low molecular weight lignin degradation products 
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formed [55]. Also, due to the polymer structure of lignin which is cross linked, this makes it 

difficult for radical species, acid and the aldehyde compounds produced to spread into the inner 

region of the substrate hence limiting auto oxidation. As a worst case, this might be the rate-

determining step of delignification which is hindered [82; 83; 84]. 

In summary, the time taken for complete degradation depends on the initial concentration 

of lignin and faster degradation occurs at low lignin concentrations. 

 

5.1.4. Influence of pH 

 

Varying pH entails an alteration in the properties of semiconductor–liquid interface [85], 

mainly related to the acid–base equilibrium of the adsorbed hydroxyl group [43]. Furthermore, 

pH also impacts lignin degradation rates [69; 64; 67]. In this context several studies were 

carried out with partly contradictory outcomes.  

Kansal et al. [64] made pH investigations from 3-11 under solar light illumination using 

ZnO as catalyst. Maximum degradation was reached in alkaline conditions (pH 11).This is 

supported by Villasenor and Mansilla[86], reporting an almost complete decolorization of kraft 

black liquor from pine wood at pH value of 11.6 in combination with ZnO catalyst. Similar 

results were achieved by Ohnishi et al. [67] for bleaching alkaline lignin in aqueous solution 

with TiO2 and ZnO as catalyst. High activities at neutral pH were also reported by Ohnishi et 

al. [67]. In contrast, Ma et al. (2008) [63] observed higher reaction rates and rapid degradation 

of a synthetic lignin wastewater (prepared by dissolving commercial lignin powder in aqueous 

solution; pH 11) in acidic solution (pH 3) than in alkaline solutions at pH 11; for either TiO2 or 

Pt/TiO2 catalysts.  

Reconsidering the photocatalytic principle, the formed superoxide anion radicals (O2
-
) 

are in a pH-dependent equilibrium with perhydroxyl radicals (HO2) as follows [87]: 

 

HO
2
 H+  +  O

2
- 

pKa 4.8 [88]. 

 

O2
-
 undergoes dismutation reaction resulting in H2O2 and O2 competing to any other O2- 

triggered reaction. In case of low pH operation conditions in aqueous solutions, HO2 becomes 

dominant whose reactivity is considerably higher compared to O2
- 

[89]. Subsequently, 

HO2initiates substrate (S) oxidation to the radical cation (S
+
) and is itself reduced to H2O2 

[90]. Thus, increased degradation rates can be reasonably expected supporting the results made 

by Ma et al. [63] in an acidic environment. O2
-
 are extremely reactive in organic solvents [89]. 
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Another aspect is the solubility of kraft lignin (soluble at pH > 10.5) which reduces with 

decreasing pH, whereas lignosulfonate should remain unaffected by pH in aqueous solution. 

Moreover, β-O-4 bonds have been described to be stable at acidic pH [20]. In fact, this could 

additionally explain the elevated degradation of kraft lignin made by Kansal et al. [64], and 

Villaseñor and Mansilla [86]. Nevertheless, the contradictory results gained by Ma et al. [63] 

still exist under the assumption that kraft lignin was used (which would be supported by the 

high pH of 11, obviously necessary for dissolving the lignin powder). Although most 

photocatalytic reactions described in literature are in an aqueous milieu, lignin raw material and 

its fission products may however vary considerably. Therefore the optimal pH is most likely to 

be reaction specific and has to be evaluated experimentally in principle. 

 

5.1.5. Influence of Illumination 

 

Many of the studies found in literature so far have not dealt on this subject per se. What is 

found is the use of different illumination sources, each having a specified power and lamp type. 

However, all tend to emit UV-light between the range 280-420nm.Other illumination sources 

include the visible light spectrum.  

In general terms, illumination influences in that, it initiates photocatalysis by generating 

electron-hole pair in the semiconductor particles [42; 43]. Dahm and Lucia [36] altered 

illumination intensity while observing lignin degradation. In this study 0,04g/L lignin was used 

and light intensity was varied between 223-445mW/cm
3
. It was found out that higher 

illumination intensities correlated well with higher initial degradation rates and hence total 

lignin degradation [36]. Neppolian et al. [29] report degradation to be proportional to radiation 

intensity and best results are achieved for low lignin concentrations because of enhanced 

interaction between catalyst and incidental photonic flux.  

In summary, high illumination power causes a corresponding high initial degradation rate 

at low lignin concentrations because maximum light penetration into the reaction medium is 

favored. 

 

5.2. Process analytical methods 

 

Various analytical techniques have been used to monitor lignin degradation. At the 

beginning of this sub-chapter, analytics revealing compounds formed from lignin degradation is 

treated. This includes for example, gas chromatography (GC) and 
1
H NMR (nuclear magnetic 

resonance). This is then followed by results of qualitative analytic measurements such as 
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ultraviolet-visible (UV-Vis) spectroscopy and dissolved carbon (DC). A list of authors, 

analytical techniques applied and results achieved are outlined in Table 3. 

Portjanskaja and Preis [66] studied lignin degradation by measuring the removal of 

phenols through colorimetric measurements. As a result of 24h photocatalytic oxidation under 

neutral media conditions, 80% of free phenols were removed. Gas chromatography (GC) result 

from Ksibi et al. [69] attested vanillin, vanillic acid, palmitic acid, biphenyl and 3,4,5-

trimethoxy benzaldehyde structures after the photocatalysis of lignin from black liquor. This is 

in accordance with the findings of Tonucci et al. [38] reporting the formation of vanillin, 

hydroxylmethoxy-acetophenone, coniferyl alcohol, coniferyl aldehyde, methanol, formic acid, 

acetic acid and small amounts of C-2 and C-3 alcohols as degradation products.  

1
H NMR spectral analysis of lignin before illumination and after 24h of illumination 

showing characteristic bands of aromatic rings, methoxy and aliphatic side chains were 

compared with each other. Results revealed that the aromatic ring degraded faster than the 

aliphatic chain [65]. Fourier transformation infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) showed bands 

corresponding to CH3, CH2 and CH which remained unchanged after illumination while bands 

corresponding to aromatic rings disappeared as a result of illumination [65; 34].  

Results obtained from the combination of photochemical and electrochemical oxidation 

from Tian et al. [71] and Pan et al. [34] were similar to that of Tanaka [65]. Here, 
13

C-NMR 

confirmed the presence of the carbonyl functionality and the presence of vanillin and vanillic 

acid after 12h photochemical-electrochemical oxidation. Their results showed that the 

combination of a photocatalytic and an electrochemical oxidation significantly enhanced the 

efficiency of lignin degradation due to anodic potential bias which suppresses the 

recombination of photogenerated electrons and holes [34]. 

Ultraviolet spectrophotometry offers a convenient method to qualitatively and 

quantitatively analyze lignin in solution [91]. This is reflected by the large number of 

publications using this technique [69; 64; 66; 65; 63; 68; 92; 38; 36; 15]. This is most likely 

due to its simplicity to interpret lignin degradation. Lignins absorb UV light with high molar 

extinction coefficients because of the several methoxylated phenylpropane units of which they 

are composed [38]. Figure 10 depicts a series of photometric scans of lignin sulfonate from 

paper waste water showing a gradual reduction of absorbance during photocatalytic treatment 

[72]. Here, the absorption peaks are around 210nm and 280nm. Absorbance decreases with 

time implying the decomposition of lignin and the deterioration of chromophor groups [72]. 
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Figure 10: Time dependent UV-Vis absorption spectra of aqueous lignin solution from waste paper water 

irradiated with UV light (280-420nm) for different time intervals. The spectra are obtained for sol-gel derived 

TiO2 nanocrystalline coating (TiO2-P25-SiO2) [72]. 

 

Peaks at 210nm correspond to portions of the unsaturated chains while those at 280nm 

correspond to unconjugated phenolic hydroxyl groups [15]and the aromatic moiety [67] of the 

lignin molecule. Ohnishi et al. [67] report the absorption tailing arising from the color of lignin. 

Lignin degradation has been reported either at wavelength around 280nm corresponding to 

unconjugated phenolic hydroxyl groups [68; 64; 65; 15] or for both wavelengths (210nm and 

280nm) [67; 38; 72]. Kobayakawa et al. [93] noted some other absorbance at wavelengths 

lower than 250nm and pointed out that this could be due to the modification of lignin 

fragmentations leading to the formation of transient species like methanol, ethanol, 

formaldehyde, formic acid and oxalic acid among others.  

Analytical methods to effectively quantify lignin degradation by calculating the oxygen 

demand by organic substances and remaining organic carbon before and after photocatalysis 

have been studied. Amongst the methods are dissolved carbon (DC) [65; 68; 36], chemical 

oxygen demand (COD) [69; 64; 66; 67; 92], biochemical oxygen demand (BOC) [66], 

dissolved organic carbon (DOC) [63] and American dye manufacture institute value (ADMI) 

[63]. COD and BOD describe the oxygen demand by organic substances to be converted to CO, 

CO2, H2O and NH3. Total organic carbon (TOC) describes the amount of carbon bound in an 

organic compound while DOC describes the dissolved fraction of organic carbon. ADMI 

measures the amount of dyestuff in water [64]. 

Decolorization of lignin solution has been reported to be another parameter observed 

during photocatalytic degradation. Color is an indirect indicator of the lignin amount. The 

higher the color intensity of the solution, the greater is the lignin content (high concentrated 
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lignin solutions, e.g. black liquor, appear dark brown) [94]. Thus, color changes can be 

interpreted as conversion of lignin to transient species or conversion to CO2 and H2O. In the 

latter case, decolorization must not necessarily be observed. Awungacha et al [72] observed a 

gradual change from the characteristic yellow lignin (when highly diluted) to a colorless liquid 

after a period of 20h with sol-gel derived TiO2nanocrystalline coatings on sintered borosilicate 

glass as depicted in Figure 11. A corresponding decrease in dissolved Carbon (DC) values 

close to 82% was observed for TiO2-P25-SiO2 catalystconfirming degradation. This is shown in 

Figure 12. 

 

 

Figure 11: Gradual change from the characteristic yellow lignin sulfonate to a colorless liquid after a period of 

20h. Catalyst: TiO2-P25 (Degussa)+TEOS, UV-light, room temperature (25°C), lignin concentration: 0.5g/L [72]. 

 

These findings are analogous to that of Ohnishi et al.[67] reporting the bleaching of lignin 

sulfonate which becomes colorless over time when illuminated continuously. Additionally, the 

chemical oxygen demand (COD) value decreases, generating carbon dioxide and a small 

amount of carbon monoxide as the main gaseous products. COD removal was reported to be 

effective at low lignin concentrations as compared to high lignin concentrations [64]. 

Another applied analytical technique is fluorescence detection directly coupled to a high 

performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) as a means to identify non aliphatic component in 

the complex mixture of lignin degradation products [72]. Fluorescence emission in lignin is 

attributed to aromatic structures such as conjugated carbonyl, biphenyl, phenylcoumarone and 

stilbene groups [95; 96]. Awungacha et al. [72] observed peaks on the HPLC and fluorescence 

chromatograms suggesting the production of new substances and fluorophores. 
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Figure 12: Variation of DC with time of aqueous lignin sulfonate solution from paper waste paper water irradiated 

with UV light (280-420nm) for different time intervals. The spectra are obtained for sol-gel derived TiO2 

nanocrystalline coatings (TiO2-P25-SiO2+Pt, TiO2-P25-SiO2, TiOSO4_30.6wt%, ZnO+TiO2-P25-SiO2) [72]. 
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6. Material 

 

The laboratory instruments, materials and chemicals used in this work are outlined in Table 4 - 

Table 6. 

 

6.1. Laboratory apparatus 

 

Table 4: Laboratory equipment 

Apparatus Manufacturer/ source Description/ Model 

Analytical balance  Sartorious Micro  

Autosampler vial  NeoLab  

Alu-vial cover NeoLab  

Drawing software Accelrys draw Accelrys draw 4.1 

Filter support for syringe Schleicher&Schüll  

Fluorescence spectrometer Varian Cary Eclipse Varian Cary Eclipse 

Furnace Heraeus Instruments MR 170 

HPLC Hewlett Packard HP1090 

Laboratory drying chamber Heraeus Instruments  

MSQ Plus Tune  ThermoFisher Scientific Version: 2.0; SP2  

MSQ  ThermoFisher Scientific 20905  

Magnetic stirrer H+P Labortechnik, 

oberschleissheim 

Monothern 

Micropipette Eppendorf, Hamburg  

Programmable fluorescence 

detector 

HP HP1040A 

pH meter Mettler Toledo Fire Go 

Pre-filter Sartorious Stedim Minisart RC 15 

Roller pumps Ismatec, Switzerland Ecoline 

Rasterelectronmicroscope Zeiss Evo Göttingen Evo LS 10 

RO Water filter Millipore Millipak  

Spectrophotometer Thermo-Scientific Genesys 10S 

Total organic carbon (TOC) Shimadzu TOC-5000A 

UV-A meter Dr. Hoenle UV-technology UV-A meter 

UV-light plates Osram wavelength between 280-

420nm 

Ultrasonic cleaner Eumax  

UHPLC Knauer Platin blue 

Water jet vacuum pump 16mmbar vacuum  
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Xcalibur Thermofisher ccientific Version: 2.1.0.  

Zentrifuge Eppendorf  

 

6.2. Work material 

 

Table 5: Table of materials used 

 

Apparatus Manufacturer/ source Description/ Model 

Polystyrene divinylbenzene 

adsorbent resin, Chromabond 

®(HR-P) 

Macherey Nagel, Düren. Chromabond ®(HR-P) 

Borosilicate glass tubes ROBU-Germany Borosilicate glass tubes 

Sintered glass particles ROBU-Germany Por.00 (~ 30% void), Por. 0 

(~ 30% void), grain size 

diameter between 200-

400μm 

Membrane module, Ultraflux 

AV Paed 

Fresenius, Bad Homburg Filtration and dialysis 

system, surface area: 0.2m
2

, 

high cut off, average pore 

size <0.02μm 

Cuvette Carl Roth, Karlsruhe Rotilabo 

 Pipette tips Eppendorf, Hamburg  

Syringe filter Carl Roth 0,45µm pore size 

Cross flow mono-tubular 

ceramic membrane 

Atech Innovation GmbH Poresize: 100nm, inner 

diameter: 16mm, outer 

diameter: 25.4mm, 20kD 

molecular weight cut-off 
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6.3. Chemicals 

 

Table 6: Table of chemicals used 

 

Chemical name Chemical Formula/ 

description 

Manufacturer/ source 

   

Lignin sulfonate Bleaching effluent from 

paper waste water 

Sappi-Ehingen AG 

Zinc Oxide ZnO(5 m
2
/g) Sigma Aldrich-Germany 

chloroplatinic acid hydrate  H2PtCl6.6H2O Sigma Aldich(99.999%) 

Titanium (IV) oxide sulfate 

dehydrate  

TiOSO4.2H2O Alfa Aesar 

Tetraethylortosilicate 

(TEOS) 

SiO4(C2H5)4 Merck 

polyethylene glycol Aldrich (average Mn 300) 

Titanium tetraisoproxide C12H28O4Ti Sigma Aldich (97%) 

Titanium dioxide - P25 TiO2 P25. Aeroxide
®
, surface 

area 50m
2
/g and average 

particle size 30nm. 70% 

anatas and 30% rutil 

Evonik-Hanau 

Methylene blue C16H18N3SCl Merck 

Ammonium monovanadate NH4VO3 Merck 

Ammonia solution NH3 Merck 

Ammonium carbonate NH4CO3 Merck 

Iron nitrate Fe(NO3)3 Merck 

Cerium oxide CeO2 Sigma Aldich 

Cerium sulphate CeSO4 Sigma Aldich 

Samarium(III)nitrate 

hexahydrate 

Sm(NO3)3.6H2O Sigma Aldich 

Selenium oxide SeO2 Sigma Aldich 

Gadolinium (III)nitrate 

hexahydrate 

Gd(NO3)3.6H2O Sigma Aldich 

Ytrium nitrate hexahydrate Y(NO3)3.6H2O Sigma Aldich 

Vanadium (V) oxide V2O5 Sigma Aldich 
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Chemical name Chemical Formula/ 

description 

Manufacturer/ source 

Iron (III) oxide Fe2O3 Sigma Aldich 

Cobalt oxide Co(II)O Sigma Aldich 

Chromium (VI) oxide CrO3 Sigma Aldich 

Chloroform CHCL3 Merck 

Methanol CH3OH Merck, Darmstadt, 99,8% 

HPLC grade 

Ethanol CH3 CH2OH Merck 

Ethylacetate C4H8O2 Merck 

Hexane C6H14 Merck 

Hydrochloric acid  HCL Merck, 37% 

Biphenyl-4-ol C12H10O Merck, Hohenbrunn, 98% 

Iron (III) chloride FeCl3 Sigma Aldich 

Diphenylmethan C13H12 Alfa Aesar, Karlsruhe, 99% 

Diphenylether C12H10O Alfa Aesar, Karlsruhe, 98% 

Eugenol C10H12O2 Alfa Aesar, Karlsruhe, 98% 

4-Methoxy-biphenyl C10H12O Alfa Aesar, Karlsruhe, 98% 

Phthalan C8H10O Alfa Aesar, Karlsruhe, 98% 

Benzylphenylether C13H11O Alfa Aesar, Karlsruhe, 97% 

Benzol C6H6 Sigma Aldich 

Tyrosin C9H11NO3 Merck 

Siringaldehyde C9H10O4 Alfa Aesar, Karlsruhe, 98% 

Maleic acid C4H4O4 Merck, Hohenbrunn, 99% 

4-Hydroxybenzoic acid C7H6O3 Merck, Hohenbrunn, 99% 

Vanillic acid C8H8O4 Merck 

4-Hydroxy-3-methoxy 

cinnamaldehyde 

C10H10O3 Sigma Aldrich, Steinheim, 

98% 

4-Hydroxy-3,5-

dimethoxybenzoic acid 

C9H10O5 Merck, Hohenbrunn, 99% 

Coumaric acid C9H8O3 Sigma Aldrich, Steinheim, 

98% 

Phenol C6H6O Merck, Hohenbrunn, 96% 

Vanillin C8H8O3 Sigma Aldrich 
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Chemical name Chemical Formula/ 

description 

Manufacturer/ source 

Sinapyl alcohol C11H14O4 Sigma Aldrich 

O/M/P Cresol C7H8O2 Merck 

Toluene C7H8 Merck 

Tert-butylphenol C10H14O Sigma Aldrich, 99% 

Potassiumdihydrogen 

phosphate dihydrate 

KH2PO4.2H2O Merck 

Potassium hydrogen 

phosphate 

KHPO4 Merck 

Ammonium carbonate NH4CO3 Merck 

Ammonium bicarbonate NH4HCO3 Merck 

Formic acid CH2O2 Fluka, Steinheim, 98%, MS-

grade 

Acetonitrile C2H3N Merck, Darmstadt, 99,9%, 

LC grade 
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7. Analytical methods 

 

Analytical techniques reported in this work are: UV-Vis spectroscopy, high performance 

liquid chromatography (HPLC), gas chromatography (GC), dissolved carbon (DC) and 

scanning electron microscopy (SEM).  

 

7.1. UV-Visible spectroscopy 

 

The concentration of lignin in the reaction mixture was determined by correlating 

absorbance of an aliquot solution to the calibration curve of lignin at different concentrations. 

This was done using an UV‐visible (Thermo-Scientific Genesys 10S) spectrophotometer (at 

203nm and 280nm) with deionized water as reference. The percentage degradation was 

calculated as follows: 

Degradation (%) = 
0

0

( ) x100
C C

C


………………………………..……..….(1)  

Co is the initial concentration of lignin and C is the concentration of lignin after photo-

irradiation. The photocatalytic decomposition of the organic molecules follows the Langmuir-

Hinshelwood kinetics, which may be represented as [37; 97]:  

•OH
dC

kCC
dt


  ..……………………………………………...……………(2) 

C is the concentration of lignin and COH• the hydroxyl radical concentration. It is assumed that 

the hydroxyl ion produced during the reaction is consumed and its concentration in reaction is 

far less than that of lignin in reaction. By this assumption, the rate would depend only on the 

lignin concentration (pseudo‐stationary hypothesis) [98]. The rate expression can thus be 

written as follows: 

0

ln( )
C

kt
C

  …………………………………………………………….......(3) 

The linear plot of ln(C/C0) versus t gives the rate constant, k (slope).  
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7.2. High performance liquid chromatography (HPLC, HP1090) 

 

Column type: Hypersil BDS C18 Column, length 250mm, Inside diameter: 4.0mm. Particle 

size: 5um Flow: 0.8mL/min, mobile phase gradient, 0.01M KH2PO4 95% and 5% methanol - 

70% methanol: 0-50min, 70% methanol: 50min-70min, mobile phase (eluent) degassed in 

helium, column temperature: 50°C, injection volume: 25µL, draw speed 83µL /min. Diode 

array detection (DAD) wavelength: 240nm, 260nm, 280nm. 

 

7.3. Programmable fluorescence detector attached to HPLC (HP1040A) 

 

FLD Signal: Pmt gain 13 

Emission wavelength: 240nm. Excitation wavelength: 330nm 

 

7.4. Gas chromatography (GC) 

 

Column type: WCOT fused silica, stationary phase: CP-Sil 5CB, column length: 10m, inside 

diameter: 0.53mm, outside diameter: 0.70mm, film thickness: 5.0µm. 

Temperature program: initial temp: 50°C, initial time: 3min, final temperature: 270°C, rate: 

6°C/min, final time: 5min, pressure: 9.0Kpa; flow: 5.2mL/min, velocity: (40.7cm/sec), split 

flow: 5.2mL/min, split ratio: 1.00:1. 
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8. Experimental 

8.1. Description of reaction systems 

Three experimental procedures were implemented for the reactions. In the first one, lignin 

sulfonate solution was pumped through the reactor using roller pumps in a continuous manner 

with a flow rate of 22.5mL/min Samples were collected at intervals or at the end of the 

reaction. Figure 13 depicts this reaction procedure.  

 

 

Figure 13: Experimental setup for the photocatalytic degradation of lignin sulfonate. 

 

The second procedure involved a reaction-extraction pathway in which solid phase 

extraction (SPE) followed after reaction. SPE was carried out with highly porous polystyrene 

divinylbenzene adsorbent resin (HRP). In the third procedure, the reactor was connected to a 

dialysis filter fitted with a HRP extraction column which ran in a cycle process. This is 

depicted in Figure 14. This was aimed to directly extract smaller molecules produced and 

preferably aromatic and phenol like compounds from the aqueous medium. 
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Figure 14: Photocatalytic cycle process with integrated solid phase extraction and dialysis membrane 

 

8.2. Reactor characterization 

The reaction design consisted of TiO2 coatings on sintered glass (150-250µm nominal 

pore size), packed in a borosilicate tube 26cm long, 1cm outer diameter and 6mm internal 

diameter. Glass particle grain size was between 200-400µm. The tube was placed between two 

planar dielectric barrier discharge lamps (Osram planon) emitting UV-light at wavelength 

between 280-420nm. This construction enabled the incident light from the broad surface-light 

source to be evenly distributed all over the surface of the glass tubes. Figure 15 illustrates the 

photocatalytic reactor. 
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8.2.1. Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) surface area 

 

The BET specific surface area of a borosilicate tube containing the sintered glass particle 

before coating was 0.015m
2
/g (from manufacturer product data sheet attached at appendix: 

Figure 50). This gives an estimation of 0.17m
2 

for 11.5g of sintered glass particles contained in 

the borosilicate glass tube.  

 

 

Figure 15: Photocatalytic reactor 

 

8.2.2. Flow measurements 

 

For fluid flow through a bed of approximately spherical particles, the Reynolds number 

(Re) used to characterize laminar or turbulent flow regimes is defined as follow [99]: 

 
Re

1

VD

 



………………………………………………………….(6) 

Where ρ is the density of lignin sulfonate solution (kg/m
3
), µ is the dynamic viscosity of 0.5g/L 

lignin sulfonate solution (Pa.s), ε is  he voi age and V is the superficial velocity (m/s).The 

voidage was calculated from the correlation equation of packed beds [100].  

 
 

0.85

0.5

1
0.293 0.684 .

1,837 1
dr

dr
  


…………………………………..(7) 

Where
dt

dr
dp

 , dt is internal diameter of tube (6mm) and dp is diameter of particle (0.3mm).  

The particle must be spherical and dr>1.86 [100].  

The superficial velocity V was calculated from: 

  

 sec    

Volume flow rate
V

cross tional area of tube
 …………………………………….……..(8) 
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8.2.2.1. Results of flow measurements 

 

It is assumed that the packed bed reactor design had a good distribution of the flow over 

the diameter of the tube. For packed bed reactors, laminar conditions apply when Re<2000 and 

fully turbulent when Re >2000[99]. Using equation 6, a value of 56 was obtained which 

characterizes a laminar flow. Table 7 outlines the values used to characterize the flow type of 

reactor. 

 

Ri,tube Atube[m
2
] ρlignin 

[kg/m
3
] 

Vlignin 

[m/s] 

Dparticles[µm] µlignin 

[kg/(m•s)] 

ε(voi age) Re 

0.30cm 2.83x10
-5

 1000 0.013 300 1x10
-4

 0.30 56 

Table 7: Parameters for flow characterization in the photocatalytic reactor. 

 

8.3. Photonic efficiency of reactor 

 

For quantification and classification of a photocatalytic process, parameters such as 

quantum yield and photonic efficiency are necessary in order to improve the engineering 

applications of photocatalytic technologies. In this work, because of the undefined molar mass 

of lignin sulfonate which is needed to calculate the reaction rate in mol/L.s, methylene blue 

(MB) was chosen as test substance and its rate expression was used. MB has a known molar 

mass and has been described in some publications [101; 102; 97]. 

The photonic efficiency (ξ) was calculated as follows: 

0

[ ] / dd c t

I
  ……………………….…………………..……..…...…...(9) 

Where         is the reaction rate extrapolated from MB degradation profile with units 

mol (L•s) 

I
0 

is the incident photon flow determined by UV-A radiometric measurements with units 

Einstein•mol/(L•s) 

A photon has a distinct energy quanta Ep which is defined by: 

• • ( )p
c

E h f h


  ……………………………………………………...(10) 

With Plan k’s constant: h=6.63×10
-34

[Js]; speed of light, c=2.998×10
8
 [m/s]; frequency, f [1/s]; 

wavelength (λ) in [m].  
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The number of photons Np can be calculated by: 

 9

(

10
 

)•
p

p

EE
N

chE

 
  …………………..………………....……...........(11) 

E is the irradiance with units [W/m
2
], λ is the wavelength in [m] and h.c = 1.988×10

-25 
J•m 

Np can be expressed as follows: 

15 2• • )(5.03 10 1/ • )    (p sN E m     ………………..……….…....…...(12) 

The photon flux I
0
 can be determined by: 

0  
p

A

N
I

N
  

with Avogadro number, NA = 6.022x10
23

mol
-1 

 

15 2

0

23

• • ) • )(5.03 10 1/ (
 

6.022 10 1/

 E m s
I

mol

  




 …………………..……....….……...(13) 

8 20  (0.83 10 / (• • ) • )I E m sol m     ………………...………….……....(14) 

20 2• • ) (0.83 10 / ( • )   E mI ol m s      ………………….…….…..…...(15) 

 

The  al ula e  values of  he pho oni  effi ien ies (ξ) (Table 8) was averaged on the wavelength 

spectrum (360nm) of the lamp emission centered in the range 280-420nm. The irradiance (E) of 

the reactor, determined from radiometric measurements was between 30-40W/m
2
. The 

irradiance was averaged at 34W/m
2 

from 20 data points. 

 

Table 8: Data obtained for the calculation of photonic efficiency (rate of degradation to incident photonic flux) of 

the different catalyst with MB as substrate. 

 

Photocatalyst 

 

Photon flux (I0) 

[mol/(m2•s)] or 

[Einstein•mol/(L•s)] 

 

Reaction rate 

[mg/(L•min)] 

 

Reaction rate 

[mol/L•s] 

 

photonic efficiency 

(ξ) [mol /Einstein] 

 

photonic 

efficiency [%] 

 

TiOSO4_30.6 wt.% 1.03x10-4 0,05 2.61x10-9 2.54x10-5 0.003 

TiO2-P25-SiO2 1.03x10-4 0,0215 1.12x10-9 1.09x10-5 0.001 

TiO2-P25-SiO2+Pt 1.03x10-4 0,0236 1.23x10-9 1.2x10-5 0.001 

TiOSO4_30.6wt.%+ZnO 1.03x10-4 0,0178 9.27x10-10 9.1x10-5 0.001 
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8.4. Discussion 

 

Determining photonic efficiency mathematically (radiometry) from lignin degradation 

experiments poses a major challenge because of the undefined molar mass of lignin. The values 

of photonic efficiency resulting from this study (concentration of MB is 14mg/L with a reaction 

volume of 200mL) are relatively low compared to that found in literature. For example, 

Hidalgo et al. [103; 104] reported photonic efficiency of 4% while using 3mg/L glucose 

dissolved in water and TiO2 catalyst derived from tinanyloxysulphate (TiOSO4). The reason for 

such low values may be attributed to the following: 

 The surface area of the catalyst: the catalytic coating used in this study was same to that 

described by Hidalgo et al.[103; 104] in which photonic efficiency as much as 4% was 

attained. However just one tube containing coated sintered glass particles was used in 

this study in comparison to eight tubes applied by Hidalgo et al. [103; 104]. One tube 

was used because of the high adsorption of MB on the coatings. 

 In this study a concentration of 14mg/L with a reaction volume of 200mL is applied 

compared to just 3mg/L (200mL) described by Hidalgo et al. [103; 104]. 

 The nature of the substrate: unlike glucose which is linked by single C-C bonds (bond 

strength of 347 kJ/mol), methylene blue or lignin contains aromatic rings made up of 

conjugated (carbon carbon) bonds with bond strength 518kJ/mol. Double bonds (C=C) 

have bond strength of 636 kJ/mol [105]. So it is expected that compounds such as 

glucose degrade faster compared to MB for example. 

 Catalyst-substrate interaction: MB showed strong adsorption unto the catalytic coatings 

probably because of its cationic nature [73]. So, a proper choice has to be made which 

data points are to be considered for graphical extrapolation. In this work, an adsorption 

equilibrium time for MB experiments was determined experimentally to be 1h. Reaction 

rates are usually considered at the beginning of photocatalytic reaction processes 

because of the slow nature of reactions which is rate determining [52]. In this step, 

processes such as absorption of photons of light by catalyst, production of electrons and 

other oxidizing species amongst other take place before a faster reaction takes place 

[106]. Moreover at the beginning of a photocatalytic reaction there is less influence of 

side products and subsequent degradation of formed species. 

 Light intensity: the irradiance (E) of the reactor was determined by radiometric 

measurements ranging between 30-40W/m
2
. This means irradiance and consequently 
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photonic efficiency depended on which spot of the reactor the UVA/B-meter (pointer) 

was placed. In this study, an average at 34W/m
2
was determined from 20 data points. 

 Range of UV-light emission: the photocatalytic reactor emitted UV-light in the range 

280-420nm. This means irradiance and consequently photonic efficiency calculations 

depended on which wavelength was chosen. In this study, the calculated value of the 

pho oni  effi ien ies (ξ) was done with a wavelength averaged at 360nm. 

 

8.5. Conclusion 

 

For the circulating packed bed reactor laminar flow conditions apply with Reynolds 

number 56.Determining photonic efficiency from lignin degradation experiments through 

radiometric calculations poses a major challenge because of the undefined molar mass of 

lignin. 

The photonic efficiency of a catalyst depends strongly on the type and concentration of 

substrate. Other factors include the rate of electron transfer, the rate of charge recombination, 

crystal structure, surface area of catalyst, porosity and surface hydroxyl group density [11]. 
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9. Catalyst preparation and characterization 

9.1. Introduction 

 

Catalyst synthesis in this study was via the sol-gel route. Sol-gel route is a wet-chemical 

process which offers advantages such simplicity in the synthesis of sols, homogeneity of 

coatings and ability to deposit coatings on larger and odd shaped substrates. Furthermore, a 

simple modification of the film composition can be performed directly in the sol-gel process. 

Table 9 shows the catalytic coatings prepared listed in different categories. This shall be 

discussed below. 

 

9.2. Categories of catalytic coatings, mode of catalyst selection 

 

The coatings consisted of either of titania, silica or zinc on sintered borosilicate glass.The 

categories are divided based on precursor type and additive used for catalyst synthesis as 

follows: category 1: Tinanyloxysulphate (TiOSO4) as precursor, category 2: Titanium 

isopropoxide (TTIP) as precursor, category 3: zinc oxide (ZnO) catalyst, category 4:TiO2-P25 

(aeroxide, TiO2, Evonik Industries) based catalyst, category 5: TiO2 doped with transition 

metals, category 6: TiO2 modified with lanthanides and actinides, category 7: TiO2 surface 

modification with PEG and SiO2, and category 8: TiO2 modified with nitrogen. 

Category 1 describes tinanyloxysulphate (TiOSO4) as precursor. TiOSO4 precursor used in this 

study had been reported by Hidalgo [104; 103] to yield high photonic efficiency between 4-7%. 

Such a value is uncommon for heterogeneous photocatalysis and this was worth testing. 

Photonic efficiency values commonly found in literature are below 1% and it is one of the main 

setbacks for heterogeneous photocatalysis. Titanium isopropoxide (TTIP) has so far not been 

described in literature in connection to lignin degradation experiments. From the alkoxide 

process, photochemical active TiO2 catalyst can be derived [11; 77].  

ZnO has been described to absorb over a large fraction of the electromagnetic spectrum 

[64; 76]which renders its applicability to visible light sources whereas TiO2 is mostly applied in 

connection to UV-light sources as highlighted in Table 2 and as explained in chapter 4.2.1. 

Moreover, the advantage of sol-gel in catalyst preparation was exploited to combine catalysts to 

act as co-catalyst. For example, TiO2-P25+SiO2/ ZnO; TiOSO4_30.6wt% / ZnO and TiO2-

P25+SiO2 / TiOSO4_30.6wt%. 

Category 4 and category 9 present TiO2–P25 based catalyst mostly applied in suspension 

systems. From the results of Addamo et al. [77], high adhesion of TiO2 –P25 on glass support 

material was noted when pre-coating was done with SiO2. Furthermore SiO2 is beneficial 
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because it hinders possible diffusion of Na
+
 ions from the glass material into the nascent TiO2 

film during the heat treatment process [77]. 

Analogous to the addition of SiO2, polyethyleneglycol (PEG) was introduced to influence 

catalyst surface activity (category 7). PEG being unpolar in nature was introduced to modify 

surface hydrophobicity and also limit the agglomeration tendency of the TiO2 gel or TiO2 

particles in the suspensions. Also, surface modifications can enhance interaction between 

catalyst and substrate [78]. It was therefore worth testing such a system with TiOSO4 as 

precursor for TiO2 catalyst. Nitrogen addition as dopant was aimed to mitigate intra band gap 

states [11] and this was tested by the addition of NH3 and NH4VO3 to TiO2 catalyst (category 

8). In addition, metal ions as dopants (e.g. Fe, Co) were mixed to the gels of TiO2 catalyst 

(category 5). 

 

Category 1 Category 3 Category 5 Category 6 Category 7 Category 8 

12.6wt.%_ 

TiOSO4 

ZnO + P25-TiO2 TiOSO4+ 1%_Cr(VI)O TiOSO4+ 1%_CeSO4 TiOSO4+PEG TiOSO4+ 

(NH4)2CO3 

30.6 wt.%_ 

TiOSO4 

ZnO + TiOSO4 TiOSO4+ 1%_Fe2O3 TiOSO4+ 1%_Sm(NO3)3 TiO2-P25+SiO2 TiOSO4+ 

NH3 

  ZnO-SiO2 TiOSO4+V2O5 TiOSO4+ CeO2 TiO2P25+SiO2 

+Pt 

TiOSO4+ 

NH4VO3 

Category 2 Category 4 TiOSO4+ 1%_Co(II)O TiOSO4+ 1%_SeO2 ZnO + TiO2-P25 Category 9 

TTIP TiO2-P25+SiO2 TTIP+Fe TiOSO4+ 1%_Gd(NO3)3 ZnO + TiOSO4 ZnO + 

TiOSO4 

TTIP+Pt TiO2-P25+SiO2 

+Pt 

TiOSO4+Pt TiOSO4+ 1%_Y(NO3)3 ZnO-SiO2 ZnO +  

TiO2-P25 

TTIP+Fe         TiOSO4 + 

TiO2-P25 

 

Table 9: Catalytic coatings divided into categories. 

 

9.3. Catalyst synthesis 

 

9.3.1. Preparation of TEOS solution 

 

Tetraethylortosilicate (TEOS) sol was prepared by adding dropwise 77mL of 2-propanol 

mixed with 5mL of H2O and 4mL of HNO3 to 22mL TEOS at room temperature. The resultant 

solution was stirred for 2h.  

 

9.3.2. Preparation of TiOSO4_30.6wt% gel 

 

In a 200mL beaker 45.9g of TiOSO4 (Alfa Aesar) was weighed and 104mL of water was 

added. The suspension was stirred till a clear solution was obtained. The solution was heated up 
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to 85°C while adding 5N NaOH dropwise until a pH of 5.5 was reached. The temperature was 

maintained for 8h under stirring. After that, the gel was washed 3 times with 75mL water each 

time. The gel was re-suspended in distilled water using 150mL of water and then sonicated for 

6h. After sonication the gel was ready for coating. 

 

9.3.3. Preparation of TiO2-P25 suspension 

 

TiO2-P25 (aeroxide, TiO2, Evonik Industries) suspensions were prepared by adding 8.75g 

TiO2-P25 to 50mL water and sonicated for 60min. Tetraethylortosilicate (TEOS) layers were 

applied on the glass substrate before coating with TiO2-P25. 

 

9.3.4. Preparation of ZnO suspension 

 

12g of ZnO was added to 150mL of water and stirred for 1h. In a separate beaker, nitric 

acid (65%) was added dropwise to 60mL TEOS solution till a pH 1.55 was reached. ZnO 

suspension was then mixed with TEOS by adding dropwise TEOS to ZnO suspension and 

stirred for 2h at room temperature.  

 

9.3.5. Preparation of ZnO +TiO2-P25-SiO2suspension 

 

TiO2-P25 suspension was prepared by adding 5.25g TiO2-P25 in 30mL water and sonicated for 

60min. From the previously prepared ZnO/TEOS-suspension, 20mL was added to TiO2-P25 

suspension and left to mix for 2h at room temperature.  

 

9.3.6. Preparation of TiOSO4_30.6wt%+PEG gel 

 

In a beaker, 7.4g of PEG-300, 45.9g of TiOSO4 and 104mL of water were mixed 

together. The suspension was stirred till a clear solution was obtained. The solution was heated 

up to 85°C while adding 5N NaOH dropwise until a pH of 5.5 was reached. The temperature 

was maintained for 8h under continual stirring. Following that, the gel was washed 3 times with 

75mL water each time. The gel was re-suspended in distilled water using 150mL of water and 

then sonicated for 6h. After sonication the gel was ready for coatings. 
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9.3.7. Preparation of doped TiO2catalyst 

 

The amount of dopant used was 1wt% relative to TiO2 concentration in the gel or suspension in 

question. The metal precursor was directly added to the gel and then stirred for 30min prior to 

coating. For example 86 mg of NH4VO3 was added in a 75mL TiO2 gel derived from 

TiOSO4_30.6wt%. Table 9 portrays catalytic coatings synthesized. Amongst the catalyst, 

following were prepared with the addition of a metal ion (dopant) to TiO2: TiO2-P25-SiO2+Pt, 

TiOSO4_30.6wt%+Pt, TTIP+Pt, TTIP+Fe, TiOSO4_30.6wt%+NH3, 

TiOSO4_30.6wt%+NH4VO3, TiOSO4_30.6wt%+(NH4)2CO3, TiOSO4_30.6wt%+Cr(IV)O, 

TiOSO4_30.6wt%+Fe2O3, TiOSO4_30.6wt%+V2O5, TiOSO4_30.6wt%+Co(II)O, 

TiOSO4_30.6wt%+CeSO4, TiOSO4_30.6wt%+Sm(NO3)3, TiOSO4_30.6wt%+CeO2, 

TiOSO4_30.6wt%+SeO2, TiOSO4_30.6wt%+Gd(NO3)3, TiOSO4_30.6wt%+Y(NO3)3. 

 

9.3.8. Preparation of TiOSO4_30.6wt% + TiO2-P25 suspension 

 

TiO2-P25 suspensions was prepared by dissolving 3,5g TiO2-P25 in 20mL water and 

sonicated for 60min. To this suspension 30mL of TiOSO4_30.6wt% gel was added and 

sonicated for 1h at 25°C.  

 

9.3.9. Preparation of TTIP gel 

TiO2 gel was prepared by mixing 36mL of titanium tetraisopropoxide (TTIP), 400mL of 

H2O and 3.8mL of HNO3 (65% w/w). The mixture was stirred for 24h at room temperature 

(25°C) and then left to stand for 6h (ageing time). 

 

9.3.10. Coating procedure of TEOS on glass 

 

TEOS was pumped through both sides of the glass tube and then left to dry at 150°C. The 

oven temperature was then raised to 300°C and maintained for 3h. Coating withTiO2-P25 then 

followed. 

 

9.3.11. Coating procedure of gels and suspensions on glass 

 

The gel was pumped with use of a roller pump through each side of the glass tubes to 

ensure a homogeneous coating (Figure 16). This was done each time for 3min with the 
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pumping rate set at 10mL/min. After coating, the tubes were placed in an oven and heating rate 

was set at 5°C/min. When the oven attained 110°C, the tubes were left to dry for 2h. In order to 

carry out the calcinations step, the oven temperature was raised to 500°C with heating rate still 

maintained at 5°C/min. The oven temperature was maintained at 500°C for 1h. After the oven 

had cooled down, the tubes were removed from the oven and were now ready for photocatalytic 

experiments. 

 

 

Figure 16: Catalyst coating on sintered glass via pumping of gel in a circulatory manner through borosilicate glass 

tube 

 

9.4. Results and discussion 

35 different coatings were synthesized. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and Energy 

dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) were done to characterize the coatings. In this chapter, SEM 

images shall be presented for the 3 best coatings which effectively degraded lignin. The weight 

of coating on the glass tubes was in the range 0.12g-0.19g. 
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9.4.1. Morphology of coatings 

 

  

(a) 50x (b) 1000x 

  

(c) 50x (d) 1000x 

  

(e) 100x (f) 2000x 

  

(g) 50x (h) 1000x 

Figure 17: SEM images for uncoated borosilicate sintered glass ((a) and (b)), TiO2 (TiOSO4_30.6wt%) coating on 

borosilicate glass ((c)and (d)), TiO2-P25-SiO2((e) and (f)), ZnO+TiO2-P25-SiO2 ((g) and (h)) 
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Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was the primary tool for characterizing the surface 

morphology and fundamental physical properties of the material surface such as porosity and 

distribution of the coating. In Figure 17; SEM images are shown for uncoated and coated glass 

with different catalyst. Samples consisted of sintered glass plates cut to a size of 1cm
2 

dipped 

into the gel or suspension. Drying and calcination were done same as was the case with 

borosilicate glass tubes [73].The micrographs for the uncoated sintered glass in Figure 17(a) 

and Figure 17(b) show structures formed by glass particles of approx. 200-400µm in size 

sintered together. Figure 17c -Figure 17h shows micrographs of the coated glass material. 

Figure 6e and 6h consist of a double coating whereby TEOS was first coated and TiO2-P25 

follows. Significant agglomeration of the particles is also observed. Some fissures are also seen 

at joints between sintered particles and on the glass particles as a result of drying. It is 

worthwhile noting these micrographs originate from sintered glass plates whereby the drying 

mechanism could be harsher as heat radiations directly strike on them as compared to a 

borosilicate glass tube encaging sintered glass particles. However, the coatings were 

considerably well distributed all over the surface of the sintered glass. 

It can be adopted that the coatings had a crystalline structure due to the thermal treatment 

(also known as calcination) at 500°C. It is also supposed that, the crystal phases involved both 

rutil and anatase since as the transformation of anatase to rutil is in the temperature range 

between 600-700°C [107]. Rutil is known to be the stable phase of TiO2 whereas anatase and 

brookite are metastable at all temperatures and transform to rutile when they are heated. 

Moreover anatase is typically the majority product of inorganic syntheses and is the main 

constituent of nanocrystalline materials [108]. Aeroxide
®
TiO2-P25 obtained from Evonik 

consisted of 70% anatase and 30% rutil. 

 

9.5. Conclusion 

 

The advantage of sol-gel in catalyst preparation was exploited to combine catalyst to act as co-

catalyst. Commercial obtainable TiO2–P25 widely applied in suspension systems was 

effectively immobilized on sintered glass support with the aid of tetraethylortosilicate (TEOS) 

solution which acted as support material. The catalytic films had very good adherence on the 

sintered glass and the films retained a constant efficiency when re used after washing with 

water. The coatings were considerably well distributed all over the surface of the sintered glass. 

This is very promising for their potential use as immobilized catalyst in batch or flow reactors. 
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10. Evaluation of photocatalytic active coating by methylene blue 

10.1. Introduction 

 

Prior to lignin degradation experiments, a comparative quality test was done with 

methylene blue (MB) as substrate with 35 different coatings obtained via sol-gel route 

described in the preceding chapter. The aim of comparing the catalysts was to select the most 

active catalysts and test their activity with the more robust and recalcitrant lignin sulfonate 

from paper waste water. Ten coatings out of 35 coatings synthesized could effectively degrade 

MB. A comparative study of the effectiveness and photocatalytic activity of these coatings shall 

be the subject of this chapter. 

MB was used as model dye because of it is heteroatomic chemical nature consisting of C, 

H, N and S. Secondly, MB is widely used as colorants and there is a change in colour when it 

degrades over time. Thirdly, MB has a defined molar mass and has been well characterized in 

literature to test the efficiency of coatings by degradation experiments [101; 102; 97]. Fourthly, 

methylene blue is a dye substance that the chemical and textile industry face the challenge to 

adequately dispose it from waste water.This means, this work presents a reaction design which 

can remediate the pollution problem (e.g. chemicals and colored waste water in the ecosystem 

that poison and damage aquatic life) in waste water discharged from pulp and paper mills on 

the one hand and on the other hand, proposes a catalyst system which can be used for lignin 

sulfonate degradation. 

The most frequently used approaches to treat waste water are physicochemical methods 

such as adsorption [109], chemical methods such as chlorination, ozonation [110] and 

biological methods [111]. However with the use of heterogeneous catalytical systems as that 

developed in this study, advantages such as catalyst re-use, minimization of catalyst leaching or 

resistance to extreme physical and chemical conditions are exploited. 

This chapter starts with an overview of the degradation pathway of MB followed by 

results achieved from the comparative degradation study with different catalyst. 
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10.2. Degradation pathway of MB 

 

Figure 18 depicts the heteroatomic chemical structure of MB consisting of C, H, N and S 

atoms. Houas [97] reports the degradation pathway of MB as follows: 

 

Figure 18: The chemical structure of methylene blue (drawn with symyx draw). 

 

- MB degradation begins with cleavage of C–S
+
=C functional group via a columbic 

interaction between C–S
+
=C functional group and basic TiO2 [101]. 

- Opening of the central aromatic ring containing both heteroatoms, S and N. The origin of H 

atoms necessary to C–H and N–H bond formation can be gained from the proton reduction 

by photogenerated electrons [102], [112].  

- Formation of a sulfoxide, a sulfone and a sulfonic group as observed in Fenamiphos 

degradation [101]. 

- The sulfoxide group can undergo a second attack by an OH radical producing the sulfone 

(non-detected) and causing the definitive dissociation of the two benzene rings. The sulfone 

can be attacked by OH giving sulfonic acid. 

- Radical R-C6H4 can subsequently react with OH giving phenolic compounds [102]. 

- Progressive degradation by OH attacking dimethyl-phenyl-amino groups, aldehydes which 

decarboxylate into CO2. 

Conclusively, the degradation leads to the conversion of organic carbon into harmless gaseous 

CO2 and that of nitrogen and sulfur heteroatoms into inorganic ions, such as nitrate and 

ammonium, and sulfate ions, respectively [97]. 

 

10.3. Photocatalytic experiments 

 

The photocatalytic activity of the coatings was tested by the photooxidation of methylene 

blue dissolved in water at a concentration of 14 mg/L in 200mL as feed volume. The reaction 

procedure involved MB pumped through the reactor using roller pumps in a continuous manner 

with a volume flow rate of 22.5mL/min and Reynolds number (Re) of 56.The BET specific 

surface area before coating of a borosilicate tube containing the sintered glass particle was 

0.015m
2
/g (from manufacturer product data sheet attached at appendix (Figure 50). This gives 
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an estimation of 0.17 m
2 

for 11.5g of sintered glass particles contained in the borosilicate glass 

tube.  

Samples were collected at intervals up till a period of 4h reaction time. Figure 13 depicts 

this reaction procedure in which the borosilicate glass tubes containing coated sintered glass 

particles tube was placed between two planar dielectric barrier discharge lamps (Osram planon) 

emitting UV-light of wavelength around 280-420nm. 

Reactions were carried out at room temperature. Blank experiments were performed in 

the absence of UV light illumination as well as with uncoated sintered glass plates. The 

concentration of methylene blue in the reaction mixture was measured at regular intervals by 

measuring the absorbance of an aliquot solution. This was done using a UV‐visible (Thermo-

Scientific Genesys 10S) spectrophotometer (at 665nm) with deionized water as reference. A 

Beer–Lambert diagram was established to correlate the absorbance at 665nm to MB 

concentration. The percentage degradation was calculated using equations (1). Equations (2) 

and Equations (3) are the rate expression used. The linear plot of ln(C/C0) versus t gives the 

rate constant, k (slope). 

 

10.4. Results 

 

Absorption maxima appear at wavelength 291nm and 665nm in the UV-Vis spectrum. An 

example of such a spectrum is represented in Figure 19. The coating consisted of 

TiOSO4_30.6wt% under photocatalysis of MB for a period of 4h. The samples were collected 

at intervals; (-60, -15, 0, 30, 60, 90, 120, 150, 180) min. Minus (-) 60 and 15min means that, a 

sample was collected 60min and 15min before the UV-light was put on. This was to ensure that 

the adsorbance equilibrium between catalyst and substrate has been reached and that the photo 

reaction starts when UV lights switched on. Absorption in the visible range at 665nm was 

chosen to study MB degradation. 
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Figure 19: Typical time dependent UV-Vis absorption spectra of aqueous MB solution irradiated with UV light 

(280-420nm) for different time intervals. The spectrum is obtained for sol-gel derived TiO2 from 

titanyloxysulphate 

 

Figure 20 shows an absorbance –time diagram of MB. The reaction was performed in the 

dark with uncoated sintered glass. No significant adsorption is noted. With the presence of TiO2 

coating, one notes a very strong adsorption till approx. 60min suggesting adsorption 

equilibrium is attained after 60min recirculation in the dark (Figure 21). For all experiments, 

MB was hence recirculated through the reactor for 60min before UV light was put on. The 

adsorption mechanism is a result of columbic interaction between MB which has a cationic 

configuration and OH
− 

ions present on the surface of TiO2 nanocrystallites [97]. The time 

dependent UV-Vis absorption spectra of aqueous MB shows a decrease in absorbance for peaks 

at 665nm and 291nm as MB blue degrades (Figure 19). A shoulder at around 665nm was 

observed. Other peak formation was noted at wavelengths 220nm and 240nm. This suggested 

the formation of intermediate products. Absorbance for both the intermediate peak and parent 

MB peak reduced with time and after 3h no peaks were observed indicating destruction of MB 

dye and intermediate products.  
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Figure 20: Absorption-time diagram, uncoated glass and no lights 

 

 
Figure 21: Absorption-time diagram, coated glass and no lights 
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Decolorization of MB solution was observed during the photocatalytic degradation 

experiments. Figure 22 depicts the decolorization pattern obtained with TiOSO4_30.6wt% + 

TiO2 –P25 catalyst over time. From left to rights, samples were collected after (-60, -15, 0, 30, 

60, 90,120,180)min.  

 

 

Figure 22: MB decolorization with TiOSO430.6wt% + TiO2-P25 catalyst 

 

 

Figure 23 shows the change in MB concentration in the recirculating reactor. A decrease in MB 

concentration in the presence of UV light is observed for all catalytic systems. However in the 

absence of UV light with coated glass material, a slight change in concentration close to 20% 

attributed to adsorption effects was observed. UV light brought along the source of photons 

needed by the catalyst for electron excitation and hence reaction. Once the photons intercepts 

with the catalyst, they absorb light generating surface trapped electron hole pairs, which 

undergo the interfacial processes of oxygen reduction and methylene blue oxidation. 
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Figure 23: Change in concentration of MB with time. MB initial concentration: 14mg/L, UV ra ia ion λ>280nm-

420nm, recirculating reactor open to air, absorption at 665nm and immobilized catalysts. 

 

 

Figure 24: Degradation kinetic of MB using diverse immobilized catalyst under UV light. MB initial 

concentration: 14mg/L, UV ra ia ion λ>280nm-420nm, recirculating reactor open to air, absorption at 665nm and 

immobilized catalysts. 
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Figure 25: Reaction rates of the photocatalytic degradation of MB(14mg/L) under UV light on immobilized 

catalysts 

 

TiO2-P25+SiO2, TiO2-P25+SiO2+Pt, TiOSO4_30.6wt% showed highest degradation rates 

close to 100% after 90min illumination with degradation rates exceeding 50% after 30min. 

TTIP+Pt and TTIP showed lowest degradation rates (Figure 24).TiOSO4_30.6wt% showed 

highest reaction rate of 0,0313 1/min followed by TiO2-P25+SiO2+Pt, TiO2-P25+SiO2 and 

TiOSO4+TiO2_P25 showing reaction rates of 0,0263min
-1

; 0,0215min
-1

 and 0,0210min
-1

 

respectively (Figure 25). 

The aim of combining catalysts was to achieve optimum catalytic activity by increasing 

total active surface area and hence the availability of more active sites on catalyst surface. 

TiO2-P25 was made to bind on the glass substrate by the aid of TEOS. SiO2 which comprises 

TEOS has been widely applied as catalytic support materials due to its stabilizing role as 

binding system [113]. Moreover because TEOS in solution is colorless and while coated it 

remains colorless, it therefore had no adverse effect on the turbidity of the reaction or 

transparency of the coatings. This transparent nature assures the photon flux to be easily 

intercepted by the catalyst. On the contrary case there would be a decrease in penetration of UV 

light and hence the photo activated volume of the reactant solution decreases [80]. TEOS could 
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also have an adverse effect in compromising the viscosity of the gel, morphology and 

crystalline nature of catalyst on glass, and composition of catalyst to be impregnated. 

Nitrogen addition as dopant so as to mitigate intra band gap states [11] was tested by the 

addition of NH3 and NH4VO3 to TiOSO4 as catalyst precursor. Reaction rates achieved for NH3 

and NH4VO3 were 0,0184min
-1

 and 0,0133min
-1

 making a difference of 39% which was far still 

lower than that obtained by using unmodified TiOSO4. The reaction rate of 

TiOSO4_30.6wt%_NH3 was 70% lower than that of TiOSO4_30.6wt%. Addition of PEG 

(polyethylene glycol), ZnO, NH3 and NH4VO3 to the catalytic system all gave degradation rates 

greater that 50% after 60min of reaction. After 90min reaction time degradation rates reached 

were in the order TiOSO4_30.6wt% > TiO2-P25+SiO2+Pt ≈ TiOSO4_30.6wt%+TiO2–P25> 

TiO2P25+SiO2>TiOSO43_30.6wt%+NH3≈TiOSO4_30.6wt%+NH4VO3>ZnO+TiOSO4_30.6wt

% ≈ TiOSO4+PEG > TTIP > TTIP+Pt. Degradation values were 97%, 92%, 91%, 89%, 82%, 

80%, 74%, 74%, 69%, and 62% respectively. Use of PEG was to prevent the aggregation of 

Titania particles in the gel [114]. Adding Pt to TiO2-P25+SiO2 system brought about a 

corresponding increase in reaction rate close to 10% probably because of the formation of intra-

band gaps and thus reducing electron-hole pair recombination. 
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10.5. Conclusion 

 

This work presents a comparative study of coatings produced via sol-gel basis on sintered glass 

particles in a borosilicate glass tube. Following catalytic systems were presented:TiO2-

P25+SiO2, TiO2-P25+SiO2+Pt, TTIP, TTIP+Pt, TiOSO4+PEG, TiOSO4_30.6wt%, TiOSO4 

3.6wt%+NH3, TiOSO4_30.6wt%+NH4VO3, TiOSO4_30.6wt%+TiO2-P25+SiO2 and 

ZnO+TiOSO4_30.6wt%.  

A comparative study to access the degradation rate of the different coatings was done 

with MB. Illumination of uncoated glass material gave negligible changes in MB degradation 

after long irradiation time of 3h. A decrease in MB concentration in the presence of UV light 

was observed. However in the absence of UV light with coated glass material, a slight change 

in concentration close to 20% attributed to adsorption effects was observed. The effect of 

adding Pt as metal ion was monitored with TiO2-P25 and TTIP gels. TiO2-P25+SiO2, TiO2-

P25+SiO2+Pt and TiOSO4_30.6wt% coatings showed highest degradation rates close to 100% 

after 90min illumination with degradation rates exceeding 50%after 30minutes. TTIP+Pt 

showed lowest degradation rates. New absorption peaks in the UV-spectrum suggested the 

formation of intermediate products which disappeared in course of reaction indicating 

destruction of MB dye and intermediate products [115; 116; 97]. 
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11. Photocatalysis of lignin in circulating packed bed reactor 

 

11.1. Introduction 

This chapter reports on stable catalytic coatings and their photocatalytic activity studied 

by degradation experiments of lignin sulfonate from paper waste water under UV light 

illumination. The synthesis of immobilized catalyst on porous glass support material via the 

sol-gel route is reported in chapter 9.3. TiO2-P25-SiO2+Pt, TiO2-P25-SiO2, TiOSO4_30.6wt%, 

ZnO+TiO2-P25-SiO2 catalyst were used in this study because they had shown highest catalytic 

activity out of the 35 different synthesized catalyst both with use of MB as test substance and 

with use of lignin sulfonate. The morphology of the coatings are described in chapter 9.4.1.  

In this section, degradation rates, reaction rates, dissolved carbon (DC), formation of 

peaks and fluorescence of products formed from the photocatalytic degradation of lignin 

sulfonate is discussed. Through simultaneous reaction-extraction pathways applying dialysis 

filtration and highly porous polystyrene divinylbenzene adsorbent resin (HR-P) for solid phase 

extraction (SPE), an attempt was made to isolate smaller molecules produced from 

photocatalytic degradation (Figure 14). Moreover relatively high lignin sulfonate (0.5g/L) 

concentrations were used in the reactions. Following analytical techniques were used to 

monitor lignin degradation: UV-Vis spectroscopy, DC, SEM, HPLC, and fluorescence 

spectroscopy. UV-Vis spectroscopy revealed a faster reduction in the concentration values for 

the aliphatic moiety compared to the aromatic moiety. Peaks were observed by both 

fluorescence spectroscopy and HPLC suggesting the production of new substances and 

fluorophores. Figure 13 and Figure 26 depict the circulating packed bed photoreactor while 

Figure 14 depict the circulating packed bed photoreactor with integrated dialysis filtration 

column and solid phase extraction column. 

 

11.2. Experimental 

 

The degradation experiments of lignin sulfonate were carried out with a starting 

concentration of 0.5g/L in 200mL deionized water. The tube was placed between two planar 

dielectric barrier discharge lamps (Osram Planon) emitting UV-light of wavelength around 

280-420nm. The broad surface of the light source insured incident light to be well distributed 

all over the surface of the glass tubes.  

The reactions were carried out in 3 procedures. In the first one, lignin sulfonate solution 

was pumped through the reactor using roller pumps in a continuous manner with a flow rate of 

22.5mL/min. Samples were collected at intervals up to a period of 20h reaction time. Reactions 
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were carried out at room temperature. Blank experiments were performed in the absence of UV 

light illumination as well as with uncoated sintered glass tubes. For all experiments, lignin was 

recirculated through the reactor for 60 min before UV-light was put on. This was to ensure 

uniform wettability within the packed bed and same starting reaction conditions for all 

experiments.The second procedure involved a reaction-extraction pathway in which extraction 

followed after reaction with the use of highly porous polystyrene divinylbenzene adsorbent 

resin (HRP). In the third procedure, the reactor was connected to a dialysis filter fitted with a 

HRP extraction column operating in a cycle process. This is depicted in Figure 14. The aim was 

to directly extract smaller molecules produced and preferably aromatic and phenol like 

compounds from the aqueous medium. 

 

 

Figure 26: Photocatalytic reaction setup. Lignin sulfonate is pumped through the reactor using roller pumps in a 

continuous manner. 
 

11.3. Analytics 

 

The concentration of lignin sulfonate in the reaction mixture was determined by 

correlating absorbance of an aliquot solution to the calibration curve of lignin at different 

concentrations. This was done using an UV‐visible (Thermo-Scientific Genesys 10S) 

spectrophotometer (at 203nm and 280nm) with deionized water as reference. Equation (1) was 

used to calculate percentage degradation while Equations (2) and Equations (3) were used to 

calculate the reaction rate constant resulting from the linear plot of ln(C/C0) versus t (see 

section 7.1, page 35). Dissolved carbon (DC) content of lignin sulfonate over time was done 

using a TOC analyzer (Shimadzu TOC-5000A). HPLC and fluorescence detection were done 

on an HP1090 liquid chromatograph and HP1040A programmable fluorescence detector 

respectively.  
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11.4. Results 

11.4.1. Degradation experiments 

 

Figure 27 shows a time dependent UV-Vis spectra of lignin sulfonate. Absorption peaks 

were observed at 203nm and 280nm. A shoulder was observed around 230nm. Lignin absorbs 

UV light with high molar extinction coefficients because of the several methoxylated 

phenylpropane units of which they are composed of[38].The absorption peaks decrease 

gradually indicating the decomposition of lignin sulfonate and hence deterioration of the 

chromophor groups present. Peaks around 203nm correspond to portions of unsaturated chains 

[38; 67]while those around 280nm correspond to unconjugated phenolic hydroxyl groups [15] 

and aromatic rings [67] of lignin sulfonate. Ohnishi et al. [67] report the absorption tailing 

arising from the color of lignin. 

 

 

Figure 27: Time dependent UV-Vis absorption spectra of aqueous lignin sulfonate solution. 

Concentration: 0.5g/L in 200mL, reaction time: 20h, catalyst: sol-gel derived TiO2-P25-SiO2, 

reaction at room temperature, UV radiation (280-420nm). 

 

Preliminary reactions carried out involved lignin sulfonate degradation experiments 

performed on uncoated glass in the presence of UV- light as well as on coated glass particles in 
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catalytic surfaces experiencing unfavourable conditions such as repellent interactions, there 

may be no adsorption. It can further be argued that because of the nature of lignin used in this 

work (lignin sulfonate) the sulfonate groups attached to lignin render it anionic. Likewise 

because of the basic nature of the reaction medium (pH 9) and the negatively charged surface 

hydroxyl (OH
−
) ions generated from the photochemical reactions, adsorption conditions do not 

prevail. 

 

 

Figure 28: Effect of different catalyst on percentage degradation of lignin sulfonate under UV light at wavelength 

203nm (lignin sulfonate concentration: 0.5g/L in 200mL, reaction time: 20h, reaction at room temperature, UV 

radiation (280-420nm). 

 

Figure 28 and Figure 29 depict the degradation of lignin sulfonate by different catalyst at 

wavelength 203nm and 280nm respectively. Degradation of lignin sulfonate prevailed in the 

presence of a catalyst. An abrupt degradation increase was observed for TiOSO4_30.6wt% and 

ZnO+TiO2-P25-SiO2 catalysts between 240min and 300min. Here, the slow reaction at the 

beginning is the rate determining step [52]. In this step, processes such as absorption of photons 

of light by catalyst, production of electrons and other oxidizing species amongst other take 

place before a faster reaction takes place [106]. An almost linear degradation pattern was noted 

for TiO2-P25-SiO2+Pt and TiO2-P25-SiO2 throughout the complete reaction time. Degradation 
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ZnO+TiO2-P25-SiO2 and TiOSO4_30.6wt% respectively after 20h reaction time for the straight 

chain lignin sulfonate moiety (Figure 28). Similar degradation values are also observed for the 

aromatic moiety after 20h (Figure 29).TiOSO4_30.6wt% catalyst was less reactive compared to 

the others because of the relatively low degradation values it produced. Less than 40% 

degradation was achieved after 420min for both the aromatic and aliphatic moiety. Comparing 

the degradation rates of the aromatic moiety against that of the straight chain moiety after 

420min approximately, it was observed that higher degradation values were attained by the 

aliphatic moiety. In detail, for the aliphatic moiety degradation rates of 49%, 52%, 57% and 

34% were noted while for the aromatic moiety degradation rates of 34%, 32%, 41%, 36% were 

observed for TiO2-P25-SiO2+Pt, TiO2-P25-SiO2, ZnO+TiO2-P25-SiO2 and TiOSO4_30.6wt% 

respectively. This suggests a faster transformation of the aliphatic side chains as compared to 

the aromatic species. A similar conclusion was reached by Tanaka et al [65] whereby Fourier 

transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) measurements were studied. 

 

 

 

Figure 29: Effect of different catalyst on percentage degradation of lignin sulfonate under UV light at wavelength 

280nm (lignin sulfonate concentration: 0.5g/L in 200mL, reaction time: 20h, reaction at room temperature, UV 

radiation (280-420nm)). 
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for ZnO and TiO2-P25-SiO2 after 420min; both for the straight chain moiety and aromatic 

moiety. However after 20h reaction time, TiO2-P25-SiO2 had a higher degradation value; both 

for the straight chain moiety and aromatic moiety. Degradation rates of 49% and 57% were 

observed after 420min for TiO2-P25-SiO2 and ZnO+TiO2-P25-SiO2 catalysts respectively. 

Meanwhile after 20h reaction time, values of 97% and 87% were attained byTiO2-P25-SiO2 and 

ZnO+TiO2-P25-SiO2 catalyst respectively. This meansZnO+TiO2-P25-SiO2 catalyst was more 

active during the first 420min and its activity decreased in the proceeding time. 

Adding (doping) Pt as metal ion to TiO2-P25-SiO2slightly improved the degradation 

values compared to that of plain TiO2-P25-SiO2 catalyst. Values of 49% and 52% were attained 

after 420 min reaction time for TiO2-P25-SiO2 andTiO2-P25-SiO2+Pt catalyst respectively 

whereas after 20h reaction time, values of 97% and 95% were attained byTiO2-P25-SiO2 

andTiO2-P25-SiO2+Pt catalyst respectively. These results indicate Pt contributed to a slight 

increase in degradation rate which is in accordance to some published results [66; 67]. 

However this effect cannot be interpreted here because of high degradation rates already 

attained by the unmodified catalyst (TiO2-P25-SiO2). 

 

Figure 30: Removal of dissolved carbon in lignin sulfonate. Concentration: 0.5g/L in 200mL, reaction time: 20h, 

reaction at room temperature, UV radiation (280-420nm). 
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In order to effectively quantify lignin degradation, dissolved carbon (DC) measurements 

were done (Figure 30). DC describes the amount of carbon bound in a compound. DC in lignin 

sulfonate of initial concentration 500mg/L decreased from 185ppm to 144ppm, 121ppm, 

159ppm and 143ppm after 420min for the catalysts: TiO2-P25-SiO2, TiO2-P25-SiO2 +Pt, 

ZnO+TiO2-P25-SiO2 and TiOSO4_30.6wt% respectively. This value further decreased to 

31ppm, 33ppm, 122ppm and 71ppm making a DC removal of 84%, 82%, 61% and34% for 

TiO2-P25-SiO2, TiO2-P25-SiO2 +Pt, ZnO+TiO2-P25-SiO2 and TiOSO4_30.6wt% respectively. 

Hence, DC removal was in the order TiO2-P25-SiO2 +Pt ~ TiO2-P25-SiO2 >ZnO+TiO2-P25-

SiO2>TiOSO4_30.6wt%. Decrease in DC has been reported to generate carbon dioxide and 

small amounts of carbon monoxide as the main gaseous products [67]. 

 
Figure 31: Reaction rates of the photocatalytic degradation of lignin sulfonate (500mg/L) under UV light on 

immobilized catalysts. Concentration: 0.5g/L in 200mL, reaction time: 20h, reaction at room temperature, UV 

radiation (280-420nm). 
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for both the aromatic and aliphatic side chain wavelength regions. 
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transmitted by the photo reactor (280 <λ<420nm) and as a consequence, there are limitations of 

electron transfer between the band gaps [64]. 

12. Comparative catalyst study in an optimized work up procedure involving 

simultaneous reaction-extraction of waste water lignin sulfonate 

 

12.1. Introduction 

 

A comparative study was done regarding the formation of peaks and fluorescence of 

products from the photocatalytic degradation of lignin sulfonate. In this study different catalytic 

coatings were tested on their photocatalytic activity to produce new products (peaks) and also 

to evaluate if the new peaks were fluorescent. Fluorescent signals indicate the presence of 

polyaromatic hydrocarbons or heterocycles. Fluorescence emission in lignin is attributed to 

aromatic structures such as conjugated carbonyl, biphenyl, phenylcoumarone and stilbene 

groups [95; 96]. Moreover, through a simultaneous reaction-extraction pathway applying 

dialysis filtration and highly porous polystyrene divinylbenzene adsorbent resin (HR-P), an 

attempt was made to isolate smaller molecules produced from the photocatalytic degradation of 

lignin.Following analytical techniques were used in this study: HPLC and fluorescence 

detection. 

The assessment of the catalysts was done by comparison of peaks on the chromatogram 

before and after photocatalysis. This means, a good catalyst should degrade lignin sulfonate, 

generate new product peaks and possibly produce compounds which fluoresce. Moreover these 

compounds should preferably be low molar mass aromatic compounds such as phenol. 

 

12.2. Experimental 

 

The experiments were carried out with a starting concentration of 0.5g/L lignin sulfonate 

dissolved in 400mL deionized water. During each experimental run, eight tubes containing 

same coated catalyst obtained from sol-gel processes were placed between the planar dielectric 

barrier discharge lamps emitting UV-light of wavelength in the range 280-420nm (see chapter 

9.3 for procedure of catalyst synthesis). The reactor was connected in series to a dialysis filter 

membrane such that lignin sulfonate solution leaving the reactor directly went into the dialysis 

filter system. This was done using roller pumps in a continuous manner with a flow rate of 

22.5mL/min. The filtrate from the dialysis membrane was further connected to an SPE unit 

with use of a cartridge containing the solid phase. This line also ran in a continuous manner 

such that incoming molecules were directly extracted. Before fitting the SPE catridge into the 
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reaction setup, it was first conditioned with 10mL methanol and rinsed with 20mL water. The 

SPE unit consisted of highly porous polystyrene divinylbenzene adsorbent resin (HR-P). At a 

given time period the cartridge was replaced with a freshly conditioned one. Once the cartridge 

was removed, it was flushed with air before elution with 10mL methanol. The methanol 

solution, now containing the extract was then analyzed via HPLC in line with a fluorescence 

detector. Samples were collected at the beginning and at the end of the reactions (4h). Figure 14 

depicts the reaction and extraction procedure.  

Batch reactions were also done and this involved 500g crushed glass coated with catalyst. 

The reaction procedure was such that 0.5g/L lignin sulfonate (reaction volume of 1000mL) was 

stirred from above while the beaker containing both catalyst and lignin sulfonate was placed on 

the UV discharge lamp plates. 

 

12.3. Results 

 

Results and discussion in this section shall cover aspects observed only with catalysts that 

produced new peaks. The peak intensity is denoted by milli absorbance units (mAU). 

 

 

 

Figure 32: 2 g/L lignin through reactor before illumination. Catalyst: TiO2-P25-SiO2, reaction at room 

temperature, absence of UV radiation, absence of dialysis filter and SPE with HP-R. 

 

Figure 32 illustrates an HPLC chromatogram of 2g/L lignin sulfonate during calibration. 

Lignin sulfonate peak is at r.t. ~2min. Methanol (used as eluting agent during SPE) peak also 

lie at r.t. close to 2min. (Figure 33). 
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Figure 33 depicts an HPLC chromatogram and a fluorescence chromatogram in which 

both measuring apparatus were coupled. The Y-axis describes the the fluorescence detection 

intensity. This chromatogram was obtained after photocatalysis of waste water lignin sulfonate 

with use of TiO2-P25-SiO2 catalyst. The red and blue color run on the chromatogram depicts 

the HPLC results at the beginning and after 4h of reaction respectively. The green color depicts 

the fluorescence signals. Peaks were observed on both HPLC and fluorescence detection 

suggesting the production of new substances (Figure 33). Some of the peaks had fluorescent 

signals e.g. the peaks at r.t. 42 and 46min.  
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Time /h 0h 4h 4h, fluorescence 

    

 

 

Figure 33: HPLC chromatogram and fluorescence peaks of lignin sulfonate solution. Reaction volume: 200mL, 

concentration of lignin sulfonate: 0.5g/L, reaction time: 4h, catalyst: TiO2-P25-SiO2, reaction at room temperature, 

presence of UV radiation, simultaneous reaction, dialysis filter and SPE with HP-R cartridge during reaction. 
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UV-light. The peak at r.t. 37min was also present when methanol was circulated in the reactor 

in the absence or presence of UV light. This peak had a relatively big area and it was a setback 

because it could mask peaks resulting from lignin degradation. For example, if a substance like 

xylols having a r.t. of ~ 37min were produced, they could be masked in the HPLC 

chromatogram. 

During measurements, diode array detector (DAD) wavelength was set at 240nm and not 

all degradation products could be detected at this particular wavelength. In fact, one of the 

challenges to analyze lignin through HPLC is to set the DAD wavelength for maximum 

detection. These difficulties arise because of the vast range of possible products arising from 

lignin degradation. Furthermore, broad peaks were found both on the HPLC and fluorescence 

chromatograms indicating that distinct emission decay peaks cannot be produced due to 

superimposition of the different fluorophores. 

A summary of results obtained from the application of the different catalyst is shown in 

Table 10. The (+) and (-) signs denotes the presence and absence of a peak at a given retention 

time respectively. The last column gives an overall observation of the catalyst.  

Results revealed that catalysts produced different product chromatograms. That is, 

depending on which catalyst was used, a particular chromatogram was generated and the 

retention time of the products was not necessarily that observed from other catalyst. However 

some peaks at r.t. 30, 42, 53, 60 appeared in most chromatograms and a summary this is found 

in Table 10. The following catalysts produced many peaks in descending order: TiO2-P25-SiO2 

> TiOSO4_30.6wt%+ TiO2-P25 >TiOSO4_30.6wt%, ZnO+TiO2-P25-SiO2 

 
Table 10: Peaks at particular retention in relation to catalyst tested 

Catalyst Retention time of peaks /minutes 

 

30 42 53 60 others peaks Fluorescence Peaks Observation 

TTIP - + - - 

 

42, 60 many small peaks 

TTIP+Pt + + + - 

 

30, 52, 42,  many small peaks 

TiOSO4_30.6wt%+ Pt + + + - 

 

30, 52, 42,  many small peaks 

TiO2-P25-SiO2+Pt + + + - 

 

30, 52, 42,  many small peaks 

TiO2-P25-SiO2 + - + - 5,14,16 5,14, 16, 30, 42, 45, 52 many small peaks 

    

- 

   TiOSO4_30.6wt%+NH4CO3 + + + - 

 

30, 52, 42,  many small peaks 

TiOSO4_30.6wt%+CeO + + + - 

 

30, 52, 42,  many small peaks 

TiOSO4_30.6wt%+NH3 + + + - 

 

30, 52, 42,  many small peaks 

TiOSO4_30.6wt%+NH4VO3 + + - - 

 

30, 52, 42,  many small peaks 

        TiOSO4_18,3wt% + - - - 5, 14, 16,  5, 12, 14, 18, 30, 42,  many small peaks 

TiOSO4_30.6wt% + - - - 5, 14, 16,  5, 12, 14, 18, 30, 42,  many small peaks 

TiOSO4_30.6wt%+ TiO2-P25 + - - - 5, 12, 14, 16,  5, 12, 14, 18, 30, 42,  many small peaks 
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ZnO+TiO2-P25-SiO2 + + - - 5, 14,16, 30, 40 5,14, 16, 18, 26, 30, 42 many small peaks 

ZnO+ TiOSO4_30.6wt% + - - -  14,22, 23. 24, 30  18, 26, 30, 43 many small peaks 

ZnO+TEOS + - - -  8, 14,22, 38, 45, 58 30, 58, 45 many small peaks 

        TiOSO4_30.6wt%+CeSO4 - + - - - 30, 53 no peaks 

TiOSO4_30.6wt%+sm(NO3)3 - + - - - 30, 54 no peaks 

TiOSO4_30.6wt%+CeO - + - - - 30, 55 no peaks 

TiOSO4_30.6wt%+SeO - + - - - 30, 56 no peaks 

TiOSO4_30.6wt%+Gd(NO3)3 - + - - - 30, 57 no peaks 

TiOSO4_30.6wt%+Y(NO3)3 - + - - 12, 16, 34, 30, 44, 55 few peaks 

TiOSO4_30.6wt%+Cr(IV)O - + - - 12, 16, 34, 30, 44,  

 TiOSO4_30.6wt%+Fe2O3 + + + - 12, 16, 34, 5, 30, 33, 42, 54  many small peaks 

TiO2- P25-SiO2-Batch - + + - 12,16, 18, 52, 58 big margins of signals many small peaks 

TiO2-P25+ TiOSO4_30.6wt% 

Batch - + + - 8, 12,16, 18, 52, 59 big margins of signals many small peaks 

ZnO_TEOS_ Batch - + - - 8, 12,16, 52, 60 big margins of signals many small peaks 

TiOSO4_30.6wt%_Batch - + - -  12,16, 28, 32, 46 big margins of signals many small peaks 

 

The results below compare reactions without UV light (pattern 1) and reactions with the 

presence of UV light (pattern 2, 3 and 4). Also, comparison is made between solid phase 

extraction (SPE) during the reaction (pattern 1, 3 and 4) and after reaction (pattern 2). 

Additionally, comparative fluorescence results between SPE samples (pattern 1, 2 and 3) and 

the aqueous raffinate (pattern 4) from continuous extraction are made.  

 

 

 

Figure 34: Fluores en e  hroma ogram of lignin sulfona e  egra a ion pro u  . Emission spe  rum, λem: 240nm, 

λex: 330nm,  on en ra ion: 100mL 0.5g L, rea  ion  ime: 20h,  a alys : TiOSO4_30.6wt%, reaction at room 

temperature. 
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 (1): absence of UV radiation, SPE with HP-R cartridge after reaction suspended in methanol. 

(2): presence of UV radiation, SPE with HP-R cartridge after reaction suspended in methanol. 

(3): presence of UV radiation, simultaneous SPE with HP-R cartridge during reaction. 

(4): presence of UV radiation, aqueous raffinate from continuous extraction. 

Comparing procedure (2) and procedure (3) (Figure 34) it was observed that the 

fluorophores produced had similar retention times and similar peak areas. This indicated that it 

did not matter if extraction was done after the reaction or during the reaction. No peaks were 

observed for (1) reinforcing the necessity of UV light for lignin sulfonate degradation. The 

absence of peaks for (4) suggests that degradation was complete and all produced substances 

were adsorbed on the SPE cartridge. Moreover, tailing was observed for samples (1) and (4) 

that did not contain degradation products dissolved in it.  

 

12.4. Conclusion 

 

Commercial obtainable TiO2–P25, well known for its high chemical purity and well 

defined physico-chemical properties widely applied in suspension systems was effectively 

immobilized on sintered glass support with the aid of tetraethyl ortosilicate (TEOS) solution 

which acted as support material. TiO2 –P25 contains anatase and rutile phases in a ratio of 

about 3:1. Under the photocatalytic reaction condition, the anatase and rutile agglomerates are 

considered to decompose and are in contact with each other, leading to a synergy effect such as 

decrease recombination rates of electrons [117]. The catalytic films synthesized had very good 

adherence on the sintered glass and the films retained a constant efficiency when re-used after 

washing with water. The coatings were considerably well distributed all over the surface of the 

sintered glass. Moreover, the reactor design in this work effectively degraded relatively high 

concentration of lignin sulfonate solutions (500mg/L) from paper waste water.  

UV-Vis spectroscopy revealed a faster transformation of the aliphatic side chains as 

compared to the aromatic species. Adding Pt as metal ion to TiO2-P25-SiO2 catalyst showed a 

negligible effect on degradation rates. The reaction rate of the catalytic systems was in the 

order TiO2-P25-SiO2 +Pt ~ TiO2-P25-SiO2 >ZnO+TiO2-P25-SiO2>TiOSO4_30.6wt%. 

Peaks were observed on HPLC and fluorescence chromatograms suggesting the 

production of new substances and fluorophores. Through simultaneous reaction-extraction 

pathways applying dialysis filtration and highly porous polystyrene divinylbenzene adsorbent 

resin (HR-P), an attempt was made to isolate smaller molecules produced from photocatalytic 

degradation.  
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13. A photocatalytic study of lignin standard (model) compounds 

 

13.1. Introduction 

 

This study was done to get information about the retention times (r.t.) of possible lignin 

degradation substances (standard compounds) as a means to identify products arising from the 

photocatalytic degradation of lignin sulfonate through peak superimposition. Also, some of 

these standard compounds were subjected to photocatalysis to ascertain their degradability. In 

this case, HPLC analysis would confirm peaks disappearance or formation as a result 

photocatalysis. The retention time of the standard compounds as well as calibrations were 

determined by dissolving 1g/L of the substance in methanol (Table 11). However information 

such molar mass or chemical structure of substance produced was not covered in this study. 

This chapter starts by giving an overview of some lignin standard compounds, their 

chemical formula and retention time from HPLC measurement by the method described below. 

Column type: Hypersil BDS C18 Column, length 250mm, Inside diameter: 4.0mm. Particle 

size: 5um Flow: 0.8mL/min, mobile phase gradient, 0.01M KH2PO4 95% and 5% methanol - 

70% methanol: 0-50min, 70% methanol: 50min-70min, mobile phase (eluent) degassed in 

helium, column temperature: 50°C, injection volume: 25µL, draw speed 83µL /min. Diode 

array detection (DAD) wavelength: 240nm, 260nm, 280nm. 

The procedure used in selecting the standard compounds for photocatalysis are further 

described. The selection was based on the characteristic linkage type found in the standard 

compound which should reflect that found in the polymeric structure of lignin. After that a 

description of possible degradation pathways and possible products formation with focus on the 

radical mechanism was treated. Finally the experimental setup and results obtained from the 

time dependent photo-catalytic experiments of the standard substances were treated. 
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Table 11: Retention time, molar mass and chemical structure of standard compounds 

 

Compound Chemical 

formula 

Molar 

mass 

[g/mol] 

Chemical structure Retention time, 

HPLC / min 

Maleic acid C4H4O4 116.07 

 

3 

4-Hydroxybenzoic acid C8H8O4 138.12 

 

9 

Vanilic acid C8H8O4 168.14 

 

11 

4-Hydroxy-3-methoxy 

cinnamaldehyde 

(coniferyl aldehyde) 

C10H10O3 178.18 

 

12 

Coumaric acid C9H8O3 164.16 

 

15 

Phenol C6H6O 94.1 

 

15.5 

Vanillin C8H8O3 152.14 

 

16 
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Siringaldehyde C9H10O4 182.17 

 

18 

Veratraldehyde C9H10O3 166.17 

 

19 

Sinapyl alcohol C11H14O4 210.2 

 

19.5 

o/m/p-Cresol C7H8O 108.14 

 

25 

Benzol C6H6 78.11 

 

32.5 

3,5 Dimethyl benzol 

(xylol) 

C8H10 106.17 

 

38 

Toluene C7H8 92.14 

 

46 

Tert-butylphenol C10H12O2 150.22 

 

62 

2,3,4-Trimethoxybenzoic 

acid 

C9H12O5 212.20 

 

20 

3,5-Dimethoxy-4-

hydroxyphenylacetic 

acid 

C10H12O5 212.20 

 

45 
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13.2. Selection of sample molecules 

 

Sample molecules were selected based on the characteristic linkage type found in the 

molecules which reflect that found in the complex and diversified lignin polymeric structure 

(Figure 2). Five compounds were selected representing the most frequent occurring bond types 

in lignin molecule. These were eugenol, phthalan, diphenyl ether (DPE), benzyl phenyl ether 

(BPE) and diphenyl methane (DPM). Figure 35 and Table 12 show the retention time, molar 

mass and chemical structure of these compounds. 

Lignin contains different ether bonds and C-C bonds. The most frequent ether bondis the 

aromatic methoxy group. Therefore, eugenol containing a methoxy group linked to the benzylic 

ring was chosen. Moreover it has a structural similarity to the lignin monomer substance, 

coniferyl alcohol. Diphenyl ether was chosen to represent aryl-aryl ethers bonds while aryl-

alkyl ether bonds was represented by benzyl phenyl ether. Additionally, phthalan was chosen to 

represent the ether bond in the sub-units of lignin while C(aryl)-C(alkyl) bonds with a 

methylene bridge was represented by diphenyl methane. 

 

 
 

Figure 35: Selection of sample molecules  
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Table 12: Retention time, molar mass and chemical structure of standard compounds 

 

Compound Chemical 

formula 

Molar 

mass 

[g/mol] 

Chemical structure Retention 

time, HPLC / 

min 

Eugenol C10H12O 164,2 

 

37 

Phthalan C8H8O 120,14 

 

18,28,46 

Diphenylether(DPE) C12H10O 170,21 

 

52 

Benzylphenylether 

(BPE) 

C13H12O 184,23 

 

52 

Diphenylmethan 

(DPM) 

C13H12 168,24 

 

52 

 

13.2.1. Phenyl alkyl ether 

 

In this study, benzylphenylether (BPE) was selected to represent an aryl-alkyl bond type. 

The ionic pathway, namely hydrolysis leads to the formation of benzyl alcohol and phenol 

(reaction 1 from Figure 36). Decomposition of BPE will occur by cleavage of the weakest bond 

in the molecule. The dissociation energy of CO and C-C of BPE are estimated as 65 kcal mol
-1

 

and 72 kcal mol
-1

 respectively [118]. A radical mechanism which is more expected in a 

photocatalytic process would cleave the ether bond in a homolytic manner generating phenoxy 

and a benzyl radical species. Being highly reactive these can recombine either with hydrogen to 

give phenol and toluene orit can recombine among themselves, with BPE or with the hydrolysis 

products (reaction 2 and 3 from Figure 36). In this case dimers, trimers, and higher molecular 

compounds can be formed. The presented products are only exemplary and many other 

consecutive products can be formed. 
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Figure 36: Radical and ionic mechanism pathway with possible recombination products [119]. 

 

13.2.2. Aryl-Aryl ether bond 

 

The photocatalytic oxidation of DPE can proceed following two different reaction 

mechanisms as summarized in  

Figure 37 [120; 119]. A radical mechanism, whereby the ether bond is cleaved in a 

homolytic manner generating phenoxy radical and phenyl radical species (reaction 2). These 

can recombine with hydrogen to form phenol and benzene or undergo recombination reactions 

with themselves leading to dimers such as 4-hydroxy biphenyl (reaction 3) or even higher 
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molecular compounds, e.g. phenoxy biphenyl (reaction 4). The ionic pathway, namely 

hydrolysis leads to the formation of 2 mol phenol for each mol of converted DPE (reaction 1) 

[120]. Penninger et al. [121] describe possible radical type polycondensation products such as 

diphenyl, phenyl diphenyl ether and phenoxy diphenyl. 
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Figure 37: Radical and ionic mechanism pathway with possible recombination products. 

 

13.3. Experimental 

The experimental procedure differed depending on the sample’s solubility properties. 

Samples which were partly or not dissolvable in water were suspended in methanol. The 

specifics about the solvent quantity are given in the respective sub-chapters.  

The sample solution was pumped through the reactor using roller pumps in a continuous 

manner with a flow rate of 22,5mL/min. Figure 13depicts the reaction setup. Samples were 

collected at intervals of 0h, 4h and 24h reaction time. Reactions were carried out at room 

temperature. The catalytic coating used for all reactions was TiO2 prepared from sol-gel 

synthesis of TIOSO4_30.6wt% as described in chapter 9.3.2. For all experiments, the standard 

test substance was recirculated through the reactor for 15 min before UV-light was put on. This 
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was to ensure uniform wettability within the packed bed and assure same starting reaction 

conditions for all experiments. The samples collected were analyzed by HPLC. 

During HPLC analysis of samples treated with methanol, a peak at r.t. 37min was 

observed. This peak increased steadily in area units with reaction time. This peak resulted from 

the action of methanol on the packed borosilicate glass tubes. It did not matter if the sintered 

glass particles were coated with catalyst or not. So, this peak cannot be directly linked to a 

product resulting from the photocatalysis of a standard compound or lignin sulfonate.  

 

13.3.1. Phenyl propane methoxy unit 

 

13.3.1.1. Procedure of reaction 

 

0,4g of eugenol (allyl-2-methoxyphenol) was dissolved in 20mL methanol (MeOH) and 

re-suspended in 380mL water. This gave a starting concentration of 0.5g/L considering both 

water and methanol as entire solvent quantity. 4x10mL of sample was pipetted at intervals; 

(t=0h, 1h, 4h, 20h) from the reaction mixture and analyzed via HPLC by the method described 

in chapter 7.2. 

 

13.3.1.2. Results  

 

The HPLC chromatograms resulting from the photocatalysis of eugenol are depicted in 

Figure 38. Following can be drawn out from the results:  

- An eugenol peak at 37min. which reduced over time. The blue colored peak 

representing the starting concentration reduced by 34% within 1h. This peak further 

decreased in area and height (milli absorbance unit, mAU) over time confirming 

degradation Figure 39. 

- A new peak at retention time (r.t.) 55min was observed (Figure 40). Though this peak 

was present at the beginning, a steady increase in peak area was observed over time. Its 

presence at the beginning could be as a result of reactions taking place in the absence of 

light. E.g. hydrolysis reaction during recirculation of eugenol in the dark during the first 

15min prior to switching on UV-lights. A similar phenomenon was observed with the 

peak at r.t. 55minwhereby there was a continuous increase in peak area till 4h. After 

20h of reaction, this peak completely disappeared. 

- Enlarging the chromatograms, many peaks particularly before r.t. 37min were observed.  
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- Some of the peaks (substances) produced at the beginning of the reactions are same 

peaks which increased in area units. In order words accumulation and selective 

production of substances.  

- Some peaks which were present after 4h were absent after 20h photocatalysis, 

indicating complete degradation. This is observable at r.t. 55 min (Figure 40).Figure 40 

 

Color of line blue red green violet 

Time /h 0 1 4 20 

 

Figure 38: HPLC chromatograms of eugenol consisting of samples after (0,1,4,20)h 

 

 

 
 

Figure 39: Enlarged chromatogram of eugenol within 35-41 min retention time. 
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Figure 40: Enlarged chromatogram of eugenol within 53-60 min retention time. 

 

13.3.2. C(aryl)-C(alkyl) bonds in lignin subunit 

 

13.3.2.1. Procedure of reaction 

 

0.5g of phthalan (2,5-Dihydro-3,4-benzofuran ) was dissolved in 20mL MeOH and re-

suspended in 480mL water. With the addition of water, a white precipitate was formed which 

was filtered. The filtrate solution was then recirculated in the photocatalytic reactor. 4x10mL of 

sample was pipetted at intervals; t= 0h, 1h, 4h, 20h from the reaction mixture and analyzed via 

HPLC by the method described in chapter 7.2. 

 

13.3.2.2. Results and discussion 

 

The HPLC chromatograms resulting from the photocatalysis of phthalan are depicted in 

Figure 41 and Figure 42. Following can be drawn out from the results:  

- Three Phthalan peaks at r.t., 16, 27 and 46 min results from HPLC measurements of the 

pure substance. This is probably because of the racemic nature of phthalan as noted by 

Cacamese et al.[122]. 

- Phthalan peaks reduced over reaction time indicating degradation. 

- New peaks at r.t. 7 and 35min were observed. 

- Some of the peaks (substances) produced at the beginning of the reactions were same 

peaks which increase in area units.  

- Phthalan peak at r.t.27min showed a gradual decrease with time while that at r.t. 16 min 

showed considerable reduction in area after 1h. This peak area remained almost same 

for the next 2h. After 3h of reaction, (between 3h and 4h), an increase in peak area was 

noted suggesting recombination reactions. 
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Figure 41: HPLC chromatograms of phthalan, consisting of saples after (0,1,4,20)h 

 

 
 

Figure 42: Enlarged chromatogram of phthalan within 0-11min retention time. 
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Figure 43: Enlarged chromatogram of phthalan within 13-20 min retention time 

 

 
 

Figure 44: Enlarged chromatogram of phthalan within 25-32 min retention time 

 

13.3.3. Aryl-aryl ether bonds 

13.3.3.1. Procedure of reaction 

 

0.5g diphenylether (DPE) was dissolved in 20mL in MeOH and re-suspended in 480mL 

water. Upon addition of water, a white precipitate was formed which was filtered. The filtrate 

solution was recirculated in the photocatalytic reactor. 4x10mL of sample was pipetted at 
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intervals; t= 0h, 1h, 4h, 20h from the reaction mixture and analyzed via HPLC by the method 

described in chapter 7.2. 

 

13.3.3.2. Results  

 

The HPLC chromatograms resulting from the photocatalysis of DPE are depicted 

inFigure 45and Figure 46. The following findings can be said about the experiment: 

- The r.t. of DPE is at 53min. 

- DPE peakreduced with time indicating degradation. 

- The peak at r.t. 37mincannot be directly linked DPE oxidation.  

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 45: HPLC chromatograms of diphenylether (DPE)after (0,1,4,20)h 

 

 
 

Figure 46: Enlarged chromatogram of DPE within 37-40 min retention time 
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13.3.4. Aryl-Alkyl ether bond 

13.3.4.1. Procedure of reactions 

 

0.5g benzylphenylether (BPE) was dissolved in 20mL in MeOH and re-suspended in 

480mL water. Upon addition of water, a white precipitate was formed which was filtered. The 

filtrate solution was then recirculated in the photocatalytic reactor. 4x10mL of sample was 

pipetted at intervals; t= 0h, 1h, 4h, 20h from the reaction mixture and analyzed via HPLC by 

the method described in chapter 7.2. 

 

13.3.4.2. Results  

 

The HPLC chromatograms resulting from the photocatalysis of DPE are depicted in Figure 47 

and Figure 48. The following findings can be said about the experiment: 

- A BPE peak at r.t. ~52min which reduced with time. The small area units recorded is as 

result of filtration which considerably reduced the starting concentration of BPE.  

- New peaks at r.t. 2, 28, 38 min were observed.  

- BPE peak reduces with time while product peak increase (r.t. 2, 28). 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 47: HPLC Chromatogram of BPE saples after (0,1,4,20)h 
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Figure 48: Enlarged chromatogram of BPE within 47-55 min retention time 

 

 

13.3.5. Phenyl-phenyl bond 

13.3.5.1. Procedure of reactions 

 

0.5g diphenylmethane (DPM) was dissolved in 20mL in MeOH and re-suspended in 

480mL water. Upon addition of water, a white precipitate was formed which was filtered. The 

filtrate solution was then recirculated in the photocatalytic reactor. 4x10mL of sample was 

pipetted at intervals; t= 0h, 1h, 4h, 20h from the reaction mixture and analyzed via HPLC by 

the method described in chapter 7.2. 

 

13.3.5.2. Results 

 

The HPLC chromatograms resulting from the photocatalysis of DPM are depicted in 

Figure 49. The following findings can be said about the experiment: 

- A DPM peak at r.t. ~55min which reduced with time.  

- New peaks at r.t.: 2min and 38 min were observed.  

 

 
 

Figure 49: HPLC chromatograms of DPM saples after (0,1,4,20)h 
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13.4. Discussion 

Most lignin standard compounds used in this study are non water soluble and thus the 

introduction of an organic solvent was done (methanol was used) in order to dissolve the 

compounds. With the use of an organic solvent, the degradation of the substrate to be studied 

can be compromised. This is because photocatalytic degradation shall involve both the 

substrate and the organic solvent. As consequence, low conversions can be attained. 

Additionaly, due to the radical reaction pathway, side products may be formed thus 

complicating analysis. In this study methanol as a polar protic solvent was used and applied in 

minimal quantities just enough to dissolve the standard substances. Infact the HPLC 

chromatogram of methanol shows a peak at r.t. between 2-3min. This peak is pronounced in 

some chromatograms such as that of diphenyl methane. Methanol was chosen as a solvent 

because it is a one carbon molecule and simplest solvent with regards to possible product which 

may arise from its degradation and combination reactions with radical species from the 

standard compounds. Another reason is that, it was the mobile phase during HPLC analysis.  

Due to the formation of precipitates when water was added to the reactant solution, 

filtration was necessary (e.g in BPE and DPM) because flow within the pores of the glass 

particles was impaired. As a result of filtration, the initial concentrations of the standard 

compounds were considerably reduced leading to small area units of peaks were recorded. 

Another setback during analysis was the peak at r.t.~37-38min originating from the 

photocatalytic reaction system. This peak was present in blank experiments whereby water was 

circulated in the photocatalytic reaction system under the presence of UV-light or with use 

methanol in the absence or presence of UV light. This peak could mask peaks originating from 

the photocatalytic degradation of standard compounds. For example, a substance like xylol had 

a r.t. of ~ 37min (from the HPLC method used in this study: chapter 7.2). Another point to note 

during this study was the similarities of the r.t. of standard substances. For example, BPE and 

DPE both had r.t. of 52min. This means product identification from lignin sulfonate 

photocatalysis by simple peak superposition is not possible. In this case other analytical 

methods such as mass spectroscopy are imperative.  

 

13.5. Conclusion 

 

The photocatalysis of some standard substances gave rise to new peaks hence new 

products (e.g. in eugenol, BPE and DPM) while in DPE, only degradation of the original peak 

was observed. 
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14. Summarizing conclusion and outlook 

 

14.1. Summarizing conclusion 

 

This work was aimed to develop a photocatalytic reaction system which could 

effectively depolymerize lignin into value added chemicals such as phenolic derivatives or 

thermosets like phenolic resins thus proposing a processing concept for lignin conversion. 

A description of the reaction design was done in chapter 8.2.2 and it was found out that 

the circulating packed bed reactor followed laminar flow conditions with Reynolds number 

56.  

Determining photonic efficiency through radiometric (mathematically) procedures from 

lignin degradation experiments poses a major challenge because of the undefined molar mass 

of lignin. In this work, methylene blue (MB) was chosen as test substance and its rate 

expression was used. 

Chapter 9 treated the synthesis and characterization of catalysts which was mainly 

through the sol-gel hydrolysis pathway. In total, 35 different catalysts were synthesized. The 

advantage of sol-gel in catalyst preparation was exploited to combine catalyst to act as co-

catalyst. Commercial obtainable TiO2–P25 widely applied in suspension systems was 

effectively immobilized on sintered glass support with the aid of tetraethylortosilicate (TEOS) 

solution which acted as support material. The catalytic films had very good adherence on the 

sintered glass and the films retained a constant efficiency when re used after washing with 

water. The coatings were considerably well distributed all over the surface of the sintered 

glass. This is very promising for their potential use as immobilized catalyst in batch or flow 

reactors. 

Prior to lignin degradation experiments, a comparative quality test of catalysts on their 

effectiveness and photocatalytic activity was done with methylene blue (MB) as substrate. 

Ten out of 35 synthesized catalytic coatings effectively degraded MB. New absorption peaks 

in the UV-spectrum suggested the formation of intermediate products which disappeared in 

course of reaction indicating destruction of MB dye and intermediate products. 

A comparative assessment of the catalyst regarding the degradation rates of lignin 

sulfonate directly obtained from paper waste water was done with the following catalyst: 

TiO2-P25-SiO2+Pt, TiO2-P25-SiO2, TiOSO4_30.6wt% and ZnO+TiO2-P25-SiO2.UV-Vis 

spectroscopy revealed a faster transformation of the aliphatic side chains as compared to the 

aromatic species. Adding Pt as metal ion to TiO2-P25-SiO2 catalyst showed a negligible effect 
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on degradation rates. The reaction rate of the catalytic systems was in the order TiO2-P25-

SiO2 +Pt ~ TiO2-P25-SiO2 >ZnO+TiO2-P25-SiO2>TiOSO4_30.6wt%. 

Peaks were observed on HPLC and fluorescence chromatograms suggesting the 

production of new substances and fluorophores. Through simultaneous reaction-extraction 

pathways applying dialysis filtration and highly porous polystyrene divinylbenzene adsorbent 

resin (HR-P), an attempt was made to isolate smaller molecules produced from photocatalytic 

degradation. 

Chapter 13 treated the photocatalytic study of some lignin standard compounds in order 

to get information about their retention time as a means to identify products arising from the 

photocatalytic degradation of lignin through peak superimposition. The goals of the 

experiments were reached; some standard substances gave rise to new peaks suggesting the 

formation of new products (e.g. in eugenol, BPE and DPM). Contrary to that, only the 

degradation of the original peak was observed in DPE which indicated transient compounds 

were not formed and degradation directly lead to the formation of CO2 and H2O theoretically. 

Despite developed analytical technologies, analyzing lignin degradation products 

remains challenging. Proofs such as mass spectroscopy (MS), HPLC, 
13

C or 
1
H-NMR spectra 

from the photocatalytic degradation of lignin are not yet established. The set back to 

qualitatively and quantitatively analyze lignin and its degradation products starts from the 

native lignin polymer itself with its polymeric structure and multiple bond types. Also, the 

influence of different pretreatment additives and the wide variety of compounds obtainable 

from its degradation [123]. Moreover, lignin streams could contain proteins, inorganic salts, 

and other potential poisons that generally complicate catalysis [22]. 

It is also worth noting the challenge to identify and separate the product streams derived 

from the photocatalytic degradation lignin. Lignin product stream is highly functionalized and 

conventional techniques such as gas chromatography have the disadvantage of requiring a 

time consuming derivatization step. Also, because of the high boiling point of substances 

arising from lignin degradation, it is not easily applicable. High performance liquid 

chromatography (HPLC) [124] seems to be the remedy because analysis can be carried out 

without derivatization but the exact identification of the separated substances was difficult 

because of the numerous peaks arising from such a chromatogram. Unfortunately well 

established data bases such as that of the national institute of standard and technology (NIST) 

[125] cannot give information on HPLC-MS chromatograms. This is because ionization 

sources such as electrospray ionization (ESI) and atmospheric pressure chemical ionization 

(APCI) for LC-MS depends strongly on the type system used. Parameters such as cone 
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voltage, sample preparation, mobile phase (eluent) must be appropriately chosen. GC-MS is 

based on electron ionization (EI) and does not necessitate much details but the sample needs 

to be in the gas phase. 

 

14.2. Outlook 

 

Though product identification based on peak superposition gives information about a 

possible product, this is difficult to realize with lignin photo- degradation products because of 

the large number of possible products and also because some of these products may have 

same retention time. In order to properly identify products from lignin degradation, product 

isolation techniques such as column chromatography and subsequent structure research 

techniques such as
1
H-NMR, 

13
C-NMR spectroscopy needs to be further investigated. 

Alternatively, a database of model lignin compounds based on a unanimous HPLC-MS 

measuring procedure can be developed. This would mean much time and cost expensive 

investments for adequate personnel and material. However both solutions described cannot be 

true for all photocatalytic reaction systems because ionic species and compounds formed 

depends strongly on the photocatalytic system (light source, intensity, type and source of 

lignin used, catalyst used, etc.). 

Another future concept is the coupling of photocatalysis with a consecutive catalytical 

process such as a biocatalysis. Photocatalyzed lignin may be an appropriate substrate for a 

consecutive biocatalytical process using ligninolytic enzymes such as H2O2-dependent 

ligninolytic heme peroxidases and O2-dependent laccases (POX and/or Lac) as supported by 

experimental results of Kamwilaisak and Wright [126]. Depending on lignin treatment 

specification, photocatalysis can find application for complete lignin mineralization to CO2 

and H2O (single-stage) or as an integrated technology in a multi-stage system. Combining the 

advantages of both catalytic processes, savings in the overall process costs will be expected in 

addition to elevated lignin conversion. Nonetheless, extensive research work including POX 

modifications are still required. 

Determining the photonic efficiency of reaction systems involving lignin degradation 

through radiometric measurements remains a major challenge because of undefined 

measuring parameters. For clarity reasons, a standard method needs to be developed whereby 

specifications on parameters such as type and concentration of model substrate, power density 

of illumination are defined. This can then serve as reference to evaluate photonic efficiency. 
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